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I EDITORIAL]
A POWERFUL DOCUMENT

LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR
DAMARISCOTTA

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
AUGUST 27, 28, 29
FIREWORKS AND NIGHT SHOWS
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
FLOWER SHOW
MIDWAY
CATTLE SHOW
PARI MUTUEL BETTING
102-103

DEMOCRATIC RALLY
TUESDAY, AUGUST 27
8.00 P. M

AT THE PUBLIC LANDING
PARKING AREA
THE SPEAKERS WILL BE CANDIDATES
KIR U. S. SENATOR

EX-GOV. LOUIS J. BRANN
FOR GOVERNOR

FULTON J. REDMAN
FOR V. S. REPRESENTATIVE

EDWARD J. BEAUCHAMP
COME AND HEAR THE ISSUES DISCUSSED

102-103
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SEARS Bc DRUG SALE
Get Second Article for Additional Cent!
APPROVED ASPIRIN
Regular 29t [—£■
Bottle

MILK OF MAGNESIA
DENTAL CREAM

Regular 27e

2 for

2 Tubes

LADY ESTHER LIPSTICK

STA-SHARP BLADES
Super Thin
Were 39c

Regular 29c

25 blades

32c

Nothing else that has transpired thus far In the Presi
dential campaign has had a more widely convincing signifi
cance than the declaration of the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
which after 100 years of unswerving allegiance to the party
labelled "Democrat" has declared unequivocally for Wendell
L. Willkie. The Plain Dealer, one of the ablest and most
widely quoted newspapers in the United States, says that lt
"chooses to remain Democratic," but that “the Roosevelt Ad
ministration by contrast has abandoned the Democracy of
Jeflerson, Jackson. Cleveland and Wilson." The CourierGazette regrets that space does not permit republication of the
Cleveland newespaper's editorial in full, but has selected the
•following extracts:
Tlie Plain Dealer supports Wendell L. Willkie for President of the United States.
We come to this decision with no regard either for party
names of political considerations. Rather, our decision ls
based on the best analysis we can make of the moral problem
confronting the United States of America. We have reached
this conclusion, which seems inevitable to us, with the regret
which decent people feel about breaking old ties.
For close to a hundred years the Plain Dealer has re
frained from supporting for President any other than Demo
cratic candidates. We say this in no spirit of apology or of
boastfulness. On occasions we were probably wrong.
Now for the first time we depart from this century-old
Plain Dealer tradition. We recommend the defeat of a Demo
crat who is seeking a third term to the presidency.
If anyone reads into this an act of desertion, we insist that
the result rests on the shoulders of Mr. Roosevelt and not on
ours.
The Plain Dealer elects to abide by the idea that the coun
try should make social progress as fast as it can pay for it,
whereas Mr. Roosevelt has attempted, not a liberal, but a
radical goal.
Eight years ago we supported Roosevelt with boundless
enthusiasm. Four years ago we supported him with some mis
givings. The course of events since then, culminating in the
President’s ill-digested and successful maneuver for a third
term nomination, force upon us the conviction that we can
no longer support the President whom this newspaper helped
twice to elect.
The Democratic national platform of 1932 was liberal,
forthright and courageous. Standing on that declaration of
principles Governor Roosevelt as a candidate for President
was impregnable. Had the tenets of that platform been obeyed
the United States would today be in a far better situation—
financially, economically, politically—than it now is.
Instead of establishing policies of economy in government,
Mr. Roosevelt Inaugurated a regime of immense and largely
uncontrolled expenditure.
Contrary to experience and the lessons of economy, he
used unnumbered millions in a vain effort to borrow and
spend his way back to prosperity. He paid farmers for not
raising crops. He killed pigs to improve the hog market. He
punished business and said that he did it to help men whose
welfare depends on business.
He campaigned on the class Issue by denunciation of "eco
nomic royallsU.” He filled the ranks of his administration
with radicals, leftist thinkers and social experimenters. He
obtained the support of John L. Lewis by abdicating much of
his authority to labor. He kept Secretary Perkins in the
Cabinet and remained deaf to complaints that he, Chairman
Madden and many other of hls appointees, were furnishing
protection for radical elements on the labor front.
He tried to persuade a Congress, which proved wiser than
himself, to pack the United States Supreme Court and bring
it under the thumb of the Executive. Stooping from his high
position as President of all the people he prosecuted a
country-wide "purge” of Democrats who had refused to do hls
bidding.
Mr. Roosevelt’s culminating offense against hls party, his
country and the worldwide spirit of Democracy stood clearly
revealed in the hollow and theatrical circumstances of his
third term nomination at the Chicago convention. The talk
of “drafting" the President for the run is veriest nonsense.
Every modern dictator the world has known flrst per
suaded hls countrymen that he was indispensable to their
welfare.
Willkie was the surprise nominee of an unbossed conven
tion. He had received no primary support, and had asked for
none. His nomination came as the answer to a specific, if
unspoken, demand for a man particularly trained to meet the
problems which will face the Administration at Washington
in the next four years.
The career of Willkie is typically American. From the
beginning his success has been self-achieved.
Willkie is trained by hard knocks for hls task. He has the
confidence of industrial leaders. He possesses a record of fair
dealing with labor.
With such a leader America can rise to the first need of
the times, which is to arm itself.
But Mr. Roosevelt cannot persuade labor to efficient pro
duction. He and his advisers spent too many years helping
it get more money for less work.
Mr. Roosevelt canot expect business to co-operate with
him except under compulsion, because his studied effort has
been to harry business.
The Plain Dealer makes its choice without hesitation
or qualification.
We solemnly urge the people to elect Wendell L. WiUkie
President of the United States.

Choice 3 styles... •

2 for 3Q<

49c LUXOR FACE POWDER

Choice 4 shades.. ..

2forS0«

18c HINKLE'S PILLS

100 in bottle ..,............2for|9c

29c DYSPELIT DEODORANT

1 -ounce jar ... ............. 2for30<
39c LYON'S SHAMPOO

8-oz. bottle... ............. 2f»r40t
59c CLEANSING CREAM

Lemon. 4-oz. Jar. •

2 for 601

Man) Other Drug Heeds Also
Included in This Ic Sale

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

CATALOG ORDER OFFICE
433 MAIN ST.

SPEEDY DELIVERY
... to our office or your
home Small delivery
charge. NO C.O.D.feel

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1380
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At a brilliant wedding, held Sat Starrett of Warren, made of aqua
urday afternoon at 3 o'clock in the taffeta with matching doll hats, and
Congregational Church, Miss Beu those worn by Miss Dorothy Lord
lah M. Starrett, oldest daughter of of Camden and Miss Virginia Star
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis G. Starrett of rett of Warren, of daffodil yellow
Warren, became the bride of Dr. taffeta with matching doll hats.
Judsor. P. Lord of Warren, oldest The arm bouquets carried by the
son of Supt. and Mrs. Charles E. bridesmaids in aqua were of yellow
Lord of Camden. The single ring snapdragons, and by those in daffo
service was solemnized by Rev. L. dil yellow, of pink snapdragons
Clark French, pastor of the church. Their slippers were white.
The best man was Dwight Lord of
The bride was attractively
gowned in white satin with long Camden, brother of the groom, and
sleeves, lace yoke, and full skirt the ushers were Josef Vinal of War
with train. Her floor length veil of ren, Stanley Young of Bangor, Wil
tulle was caught about her head lis Stahl of Camden, and Gordon
with an orange blossom wreath, and Richardson of Beverly, Mass. Men
her shower bouquet was of white of the party wore dark blue suits.
The bride was given in marriage
snapdragons and white larkspur.
by her tether, Hollis G. Starrett.
She wore silver slippers.
Miss Christine J. Starrett, sister Mrs. Starrett, mother of the bride,
of the bride, was maid of honor, and wore rose lace, white accessories and
was dressed in tea rose taffeta, the corsage of mixed sweet peas as did
gown modeled with a Bertha collar Mrs. Lord, the grooms mother.
Mrs. Lawrence Cilley of Gorham,
of the Civil War period. Her arm
bouquet was of mixed larkspur and aunt of the groom, played the "Bri
her doll hat matched her gown. Hcr dal Chorus" from Lohengrin, and as
a recessional, Mendelssohn's Wed
slippers were white.
The four bridesmaids were Mrs. ding March
Church decorations of mixed late
Dwight Lord of Camden, sister-inlaw of the groom. Miss Dorothy summer flowers, raised by the bride
nord of Camden, sister of the in her own gardens, were arranged
groom; Miss Thelma I. Starrett and ! by Miss Marion Lord of New BedMiss Virginia R. Starrett, sisters ot ford, Mass., aunt of the groom.
Chester O. Wyllie sang just before
the bride. Their gowns were the
same model as that of the maid of the ceremony "I Love You Truly'1
honor, those worn by Mrs. Dwight and “Because,” hls accompaniment
Lord of Camden and Miss Thelma played by Mrs. Cilley.

naturalized aliens but also of per
sons deriving citizenship from nat
uralized persons.
Naturalization Records
According to law, duplicate cer
Dated Prior To Sept. 27 tificates of citizenship or deriva
Are To Be Photographed tive citizenship may not be issued
if tlie first one has been lost until
More than- 20.000 naturalization the Immigration and Naturalization
records ln Maine dated prior to Commissioner ln Washington, after
Sept. 27, 1906 will be photographed, an inspection of the court records,
indexed and filed on a new project gives permission. As these court
records are often difficult to find
just started by the Maine Work applicants are caused considerable
Projects Administration, Adminls-. . inconvenience before their records
trator John C. Fitzgerald announced can
verl(led
today.
This project, sponsored I w}len
project is completed
jointly by the U. S. Department of J
office of thc ImmigraLabor, Bureau of Immigration and J jjon service will have in an orderly
Naturalization Service, and the file photographic copies of these
City of Portland, will be supervised records and will no longer have
by Frank A. Howe of Portland and to refer to the original documents.
will operate under the Professional Consequently considerable time will
and Service Division of the Maine be saved, the applicant will ob
WP.A. Fitzgeralld said.
tain prompt service and the preser
The workers, to be taken mostly vation ot these records will be as
from local relief rolls, will make sured.
photographic copies by Dexigraph
Tlie project will not concern It
machine of all original records of self with the records after Sept.
naturalizations granted, dismissed, 27, 1906, Mr. Fitzgerald explained,
suspended or cancelled in Maine because since that date the law has
courts between 1790 and Sept. 27, required clerks of courts to send
1&36. ’ These copies will ultimately duplicates of naturalization records
be filed in the District Office of the to Washington.
Bureau of Immigration and Natur
Naturalization records are locat
alization Service in Boston. From ed ln all of the county courts in
them, project workers will prepare Maine, except Oxford and Piscata
three sets of abstracts on index quis. and in the municipal courts
cards, one set to be sent to the of Auburn. LewLston and Waterville
birds. He was a 32d degree Mason court involved, one to be filed in and in the U. S. District Court ln
the Portland office of the Service Portland.
and Odd Fellow.
and tlie third to be given to the
Besides his son, he leaves his District office of the Service in
Joseph R. Wallace, 59, regional
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
widow, Mrs. Eunice Z. Wallace; and I g^ton
supervisor of Maine Sea and Shore
two sisters, Mrs. Maria O'Connell
The need for these copies of recIf I had my life to live again ]
Fisheries and 35 years a warden,
have made a rule to read aome
and Mrs. Hattie Train, both of ords and index cards may readily would
poetry and listen to aome mualc at
died suddenly Sunday while on pa
be understood, Mr. Fitzgerald ex least once a week. The loea of these
Portland.
la a loea of happlneaa —Charlea
trol duty between Richmqpd Island
Commissioner Greenleaf who was plained , when one realizes that tastea
Darwin
there
is
only
one
copy
of
the
record
and Long Island In his boat, the to have inspected a clam propaga
PHILOSOPHY
tion project yesterday at Great for each person naturalized in
Elmore II.
no sun. I still cab have the
Maine prior to Sept. 27, 1906. In If there's
Chebeague
Island
with
Mr.
Wal

moon.
Wallace's son, Elmore L. Wallace,
no moon, the stars my needs
lace, said he was the oldest warden many cases these records are inac If there's
suffice.
also a warden, and a group of j in point of service with the depart cessible and in many cases they
And lf these fall I have my evening
have become lost or destroyed, thus
lamp.
friends accompanied Mr. Wallace ment.
Or, lampless, there's my trusty tallow
“I considered Mr. Wallace one of wiping out the basic proof of citi
on his patrol. His son brought the
dip.
zenship and causing hardship on And lf the dip goes out. my couch re
boat back to Portland. Wallace's the finest wardens the State ever
had" Mr Greenleaf said. "Hls loss I persons affected. These records Wheremains.
I may sleep and dream there's
district extended from Kittery to
light again.
is a great one to the department 1 are necessary, officials state, inufovBoothbay Harbor. He also was a
—John Kendrick Bangs
and a great personal loss to me."
»n« citizenship status not only of
deputy federal warden of migratory

He Died On Duty

29c TOOTH BRUSHES

Left to right: Mrs. Dwight Lord of Camden, Miss Virginia Starrett of Warren. Miss Dorothy Lord of Camden. Miss Thelma Starrett of Warren,
bridesmaids: Miss Christine Starrett of Warren, maid of honor: Dr. and Mrs. Judson P. laird I Beulah M. Starretti bride and groom: Dwight laird
of Camden, best man; Josef Vinal of Warren. Stahley Young of Bangor. Gordon Richardson of Beverly, Mass., and Willis Stahl of Camden, ushers.

Immediately after tlie ceremony has practiced osteopathy for nearly
He is a
the reception was held at the home two years in Warren.
of the bride’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. member of St. George lodge. F.A.M.
in which he holds the office of
Hollis G Starrett, attended by rela
Junior warden. He is a member of
tives and a few close friends. Re Ivy Chapter, O ES , of the Baptist
freshments were served under di Church of Camden, and of the
rection of Mrs. Waino Lehto, Miss Maine Osteopathic Association.
Avis Maloney. Mrs Edwin Gammon
Among out of town guests were
of Warren, and Miss Thelma Flagg Miss Marion Lord, New Bedford,
of Waldoboro. Mrs Marshall White Mass.; Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Cilof Brunswick had charge of the ley, Gorham, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
guest book. Home decorations were Royce Purlngton, .Dixfield; Mrs.
of garden flowers.
Rena Purlnton, Lewiston; Mr. and
After the reception Dr. and Mrs. Mrs. Charles Webber, Orono; Mr.
Lord left on a week's motor trip and Mrs. Stanley Young. Bangor;
to the White Mountains. Mrs Miss Thelma Flagg. Waldoboro; Mr.
Lord's going away ensemble consist and Mrs William Brown, Islesboro;
ed of a peacock blue satin dress with Mr and Mrs. Zenas Hartshorn, Miss
touches of white, short white shark Martha Hartshorn. Belfast; Mr. and
skin coat, white turban tied with a Mrs Willis Stalil, Camden; Gordon
black ribbon, and white accessories Richardson, Beverly. Mass.; Mr. and
On their return they will make their Mr.s. Paul Young. Orono; Mr. and
home at the Richmond house on Mrs. Leroy Webster, Fairfield; Earl
Main street.
I Brown, Norway; Mrs. Jules Cross,
Mrs. Lord is a graduate of Cam- ! Portland.
Dr and Mrs. Lee t Dickens, Miss
ren High School and University of
Maine. She ls a member ot the Phi Louise Dickens, Daniel Dickens,
Beta Kappa Honorary Society, Ivy Camden; Mrs. Ada Dypr, Camden;
Chapter, O.ES., Mystic Rebekah Mrs. Oeorge Moody, Rockland; Mrs.
Lodge, and the local Congregational Bertha Moody. Mrs. Arietta Flagg,
Church in which she holds the office Waldoboro; Mrs. May Collins. Ips
wich, Mass.; Miss Madeline Field,
of clerk.
Dr. Lord Is a graduate of Cam Vanceboro; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
den High 8chool, attended Univer Cannon. Miss Priscilla Cannon, Mal
sity of Maine, and graduated from den. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. E W.
Kirksville iMo.) College of Oste Haskell, Deer Isle; Mr. and Mrs.
opathy and Surgery. He Ls a mem ’.Inwood Bowen, Hampden; Mr. and
ber of Sigma Chi Fraternity. He Mrs. Clarence Holt, Saco.

New W. P. A. Project

“The Black Cat”

English cows are giving thin milk
because of the fright they receive
when those German bombs explode
on British soil, and because of that
plea a Welsh farmer was acquitted
of selling milk deficient in butter
fat. What lias become of those al
leged humorists who used to write
tliat old bromide about the pump
being responsible for thin milk?

A new Rockland residence, now
approaching completion, has but
one chimney, which will b» used
in connection with thc open fire
place. Electricity will be relief upon
to keep tlie inmates comfortable
whin cold weather comes. The
house will be the property of Dr.
By The Roving Reporter
H. J. Welsman, 1s located at the
corner of Limerock and Claremont
streets, and is being built by Harry
It Ls attracting
Tiie familiar and well loved voice L. Levensaler.
of Howell Cullinan was misting much attention.
from the WEEI. news broadcast
yesterday and I take lt to mean
A white-faced women seated ln
that he ls on hls vacation. An an automobile beckoned to Patrol
underground hint says that he may man Ingraham. ’‘I've lost my pock
Include Rockland in his itinerary etbook!" she exclaimed. "I was
this year, and if he does. I bes|>cak sure I had It when I got into the car,
for him the glad hand.
but I can't find it anywhere.” "May
be thLs Ls lt," said the genial Eddie,
When somebody left a bicycle in handing her a purse which he just
“Chick" Spear's dooryard Sunday picked up from tlie running board.
he was minded to renew his youth. She was instantly all smiles, and
Astraddle of the machine he head faith in the Rockland police de
ed down Beech street, and was partment is now firmly entrenched
viewed with awe by the startled ln her mind.
neighbors as he sped along, grace
Wayne Drinkwater is the proud
fully at flrst and a bit wobbly in
the knees as the bike gathered est inhabitant of Spruce Head
speed. Pride goeth before a fall, Lsland—prouder than he was the
and tlie fall which befell “Chick" first day tliey permitted him to
Spear Jarred hls molars. It skun practice on hLs new band instru
his knee, tt skun hls elbow, and it ment. Flew from Rockiand to the
took liberties with his Sunday-go- island in a plane.
meeting clothes. What "mother"
One year ago: William A. Fogler
said Ls reserved for the next special
edition. Meantime “Chick" is get of Philadelphia was elected presi
ting lots of phone calLs from solici dent of the Payson-Fogler family
tous friends who are about evenly which met at the home of Mr. and
divided in their offerings between Mrs. L. P. True in Hope, with 87
present.—Tlie steamship Red Jacket
arnica and bicycles.
was completing its trials on the
One of the unpleasant reflections Rockland course.—Capt Allison M.
concerning those British bombing Pierson. 74, died in St. George.—
raids is that we may be having 'em Mary A. Wallace died in Waldo
boro, aged 97.
some day,'

Every-Other-Day
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SOFTBALL

THREF.-TIMES-A-WF.EK

Be strong, and of good courage;
dread not, nor be dismayed.—I
Chron. 22; 13.

Factory Workers Take
Time Off For An Outing
At the Park

By MOSHF.R

Thrilling Journey
Marion Norton, Formerly
Of Rockland. Tells Of Her
South American Tour

LEAGUE

Miss Marion Norton, of Honolulu
who is spending the week at the
Copper Kettle and visiting her many
friends, has recently returned from
an interesting and thrilling journey
to South America.
Miss Norton left Honolulu June
11, on the Japanese ship "Yasukuni
Maru" going to California, where
she spent two days in San Fran
cisco, one day in Los Angeles, then
a day in a Mexican poTt and at the
Panama Canal. Traveling down
the coast of South America, stops
were made at various places.
Two days were spent in Lima.
Peru, and eventually she arrived at
Valparaiso. Chile. The winter sea
son was on in those countries, and
snow capped mountains could be
seen. Ten days in Santiago, tlie
capital of Chile, were crowded with
sights of the beautiful city sur
rounded by snow capped mountains.
Crossing the continent via Chilean
Lakes, she traveled by train, auto
bus and lake steamers, landing at
Buenos Aires, a city of 2.000.000 peo
ple. It is a very progressive city,
laid out with an eye to the future,
and the most similar to a United
States metropolis seen. The peo
ple in the Argentine region like to
think themselves the United States
of South America.
The American Republican lines
took her to Rio de Janeiro, the
highlight of the whole trip. The
city has the most beautiful natural
setting imaginable. By gding to a
little mountain Sugar Loaf, by cable
car. she saw the sun set, and lights
of the city come out, an unforget
table sight. In the distance on a
high mountain, is a tremendous
statue of Christ, and as darkness
falls, floodlights are turned on, and
with the mountain invisible in the
darkness, one is given the impres
sion that Heaven is before one's
eyes.
Port of Spain in Trinidad, was
the next stop, and a relief was felt
that at last she knew she was being
understood, and she could under
stand others, for in all the coun
tries in which she had traveled,
Spanish is the spoken language,
except in Brazil, ^where Portuguese
is spoken. In Trinidad it is pure
British. In two weeks' time. Miss
Norton had left legions where 18
Inches of snow covered tbe ground,
into tropical weather.
Then on to New York, and tn her
former home in this city. Believe it
or not, but Miss Norton claims that
the countryside between Brunswick
and Rockland is truly the most
beautiful scenery she had seen in
all her travels. She returns Sat
urday to Boston, to visit for a few
days her aunts. Mrs. W. A. Pressey
and Mrs. Mary Norton Brown. Sept.
4 she will go by plane to Los

Elks Take First Playoff 13 to 1
The Elks drew first blood in their
playoff series with the Indies by
romping in w’ith an easy 13 to 1
victory last night. Randall Mar
shall did an excellent Job of scattering 10 hits so theja only pro
duced one run, while hls mates
were making the best of their 14
The Elks really got all the breaks
iast night. Several of their hits
were infield bounders that bounced
to high for the infielders to handle.
On the other hand the Indies hit
three or four well hit balls directly
into the hands of an opposing
fielder. It was a close ball game
for three innings, at which time
the Elks were leading 3 to 0. They
scored three times on two hits, an
error and a walk in the 4th. and
put the game beyond reach in the
5th with six bingles good for five
runs. The game was called during
the last of the sixth after the Elks
had added two more runs. Johnny
Jenkins led the hitters for both
teams with two singles and a bunt
double. The second game of this
series will be played tonight. The
score:
J. Talbot. 2b
Payson, c......
H. Talbot, 3b
Boynton, p ...

Jameson. ss
Oross. lb ....
Thomas, lf

27

r
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

bh po a
0 2 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
2 0 1
0 0 0
2 1 0
0 0 0
2 1 0
1 3 1
1 3 0

e
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1

1 10 15 3 4

Elks

ab
4
3
4
3
2
4
3
3
1
1
3

r
3
0
0
2
2
0
1
I
0
2
2

ej
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
—
31 13 13 18 10 2
Indies .................... 0 0 0 1 0 0—1
Elks ____ __ ___ 2 0 1 3 5 2—13
Two base hits, Jenkins. Olover,
Robbins. Three base hit, Roes.
Double plays, Gros to H. Talbot;
Jenkins to Robbins to Olover. Sac
rifice. Jenkins. Stolen bases. Olover.
Shepherd. Base on balls, off Boyn
ton 5. Marshall 1. Umpires. Smith
and Mosher.

Lampinen. r
Jenkins, ss ....
Stevens. 3b...
Olover. lb ....
Felt, c
Robbins. 2b
Shepherd, cf
Roes, rl........
Cole, lf.........
Williams. If ..
Marshall, p ...

bh po
3 2
3 2
0 2
1 6
2 1
1 0
1 1
1 0
0 0
1 0
1 0

a
0
3
4
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
0

Angeles, flying via the Orand Can
yon, and sails Sept. 6 to arrive in
Honolulu Sept. 11. Just three per
fect months of journeying.

•Announcing

OOR SEMI-ANROAL
"Tuiloting
'Piljaluy und.

£ule

A representative of
Our famous Chicago tailors

Will be here with a com

J

The
Amalgamated
Clothing
Workers of America, local union of
Van Baalen-Heilbrun Co. factory,
held its first outing Saturday at
Oakland Park, with members and
guests attending the clambake and
sports events. In charge were Mrs.
Helen Johnson and Louise Yadino.
Winners in women's events were
1 Mrs. Eva Oray, in the ICO-yard
1 dash; Miss Margaret Hussey, the
sack race; Miss Dorothy Patansu,
( the second sack race; Mrs. Helen
Johnson, potato race, and Mrs.
Teresa Thompson, the wheelbar- i
row race.
In tlie men’s events, Olen Aus
tin and Ray Austin won the ICOyard dashes; Albert Fiore, sack
race: Frank Estabrook. 50-yard
j dash; Richard Howard and Dino
Ooliano, wheelbarrow race; and
Frank Saraclno. the secot 1 wheel
? barrow race.
In the softball game, the girls
defeated the boys by the large
margin of 25 to 10
(The boys
still do not believe it.I Among the
star players were Teresa Thomp
son. Margaret Hussey. Etta (Slide
Kelley Slide) Woythaler. Eve San
toro and Bernice Woythaler. and
Danny Frantz. Saul Bernstein.
Larry Epstein, Harry Magetts, Sid
ney Goldberg. Lester Raye. Natale
Mazzeo and Albert Fiore.

Indies

ab
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

plete showing of the new
Autumn and Winter
woolens in full pieces.

s your opportunity to provide
’ •
for all your needs in clothes and
have them tailored-to-your order for de
livery at your convenience.

« JT

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, AUGUST 30-31

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
NOTE THE DATE AND CALL EARLY

•HOW ABOUT A LIFT?"

Outing At Oakland

Standard Weights

The way The Courier-Gazette Want Ads get results will
please you. What’s more, you’ll get them more cheaply
than any other way. And that will please you some more!
You can't beat ’em—whether you want to Buy, Trade,
Rent or Sell.

Keep off the roadway, or you may get a ‘•lift’’ that you dpn't expect.

IS NEARING THE CLOSE
Twilight Leaguers Take Two From Boothbay Harbor—Camden Also Wins Two

Standard weight per bushel as pro
vided by 8ection 39 of the Revised
1 Boothbay Harbor
Statutes as amended by Public Laws ( o,ning Dames
ab r bh po a e
Tonight—Rockland at Thomas
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
J. Coombs, cf .
4 1 1 5 0 0
ton;
Rockport
at
Camden.
it out and keep for references.
4 1 1 0 1 0I
Thursday night—Thomaston at Andrews. 3b ....
1 Bushel—Lbs. Rockland; Camden at Rockport.
4 0 1 3 3 0i
McDougall, ss
Apples ....................................... 44
• • • •
Brewer, c ......
3 0 0 3 0 0I
Apples, dried ........... .............. 25 I Pirates Took Bath
Orover. 2b .....
4 0 0 1 2 0
4 0 1 8 0 0
Barley . .................. r............. ....... « | Boothbay Harbor was the Pirates Dodge, lb .......
Sprague, p ..... .... 3 0 1 0 4 1
28th
and
29tn
victims
at
Com

Beagu ..... —................ -................ 69 I
Orav. lf .......... .... 2 0 0 2 1 0
Beans. Lima__ ______________ 56 munity Park Sunday going down
3 0 0 2 0 0
to defeat by scores of 14 to 10 and Orne, rf.......
Beans, shell......... ........................ 28
5 to 2.
Beans. Soy .............
58
31 2 5 24 11 1
Gray, starting pitcher, walked
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
six Pirates in the first inning and Boothbav ..... 000001 0 1 0—2 1
pole ______________ ____
gave them a lead of which they Rocklar.d ..... 010020 2 0 0—5 I
Two base hit Collamqre. Base on |
Beans, string _ ..... . ..............
never lost. Ten more runs crossed
Beans. Windsor (broad) . ....
the score was then 13 to 2. Chisholm | L off Sprague 3. Struck out, by
Beets -...... ......... . ............_....
started
to pitch in the fifth and McNeilly 2, by Sprague 1. Sacrifice
Beets, mangel-wurzel ...........
was as free with his passes as Gray hits. Oray and Sawyer. Umpires.
Beets, sugar...........................
had been and French had to come Frye and Tripp. Scorer, Maude
Beets, turnip................
in from center field to finally get Winchenbach.
Beet Oreens.......... . .....
the Tigers out after they had Twilight Topics
Blackberries.... .............
Talk about making hits count!
scored seven times. McNeilly had
Blueberries ..................
<2 a perfect <}ay at bat. getting three Camden only got one against To
Bran and Shorts .........
for three, one a home run and in gus and yet won, 1 to 0.
Brewer. Boothbay catcher, has
the third the same McNeilly stole
Buckwheat _..................
home.
Grover of the visitors a great throwing arm.
Carrots .....____ ____
Dodge, the Tiger's first baseman
starred at second base.
Corn, cracked ............. .
In the second game Whitman , is by far the biggest man the
Com. Indian ..............
started the Pirates and was doing Pirates have met this year.
Cranberries ..................
A certain Pirate was offered
very nicely until the third when
Currants
............_
( at bat he swung at a pitched ball Freddy LaCrosse’s cane to get to
Dandelions ........... ......
12 I he dislocated a muscle in his arm first, but with a little more coach
___ 59 and had to retire. McNeilly took ing from Gardner maybe he will
Feed .............................
....... 56 over the mound duties and allowed be able to hit is so far he can run
Flaxseed ......__ __ ..__
Hair ...............................
....... 11 but four scattered hits and two I as he pleases.
Hope Whitman isn't out long.
....... 12 runs for the rest of the game.
Kale ............ ................ .
Billings,
star shortstop can prove
Billings
and
Thompson
led
both
........ 70
Lime
.... ...........
the team is built around him be- '
....... 53 teams at bat while J Coombs car
Meal (except oatmeal)
cause he is sitting in the middle :
ried off the fielding honors.
___ 50
Meal, corn______ ___
These wins were over a team of the picture of the club. O. K.
...... . 50 which plays the best in the State Ott?
Meal, rye......................
• • • •
....... 35 and the Pirates by their two wins
Millet, Japanese ..........
Camden 1, Augusta fl
___ 32 show their class. The score:
Oats ____ __ _______
The Augusta Senators ou’.bitted
____ 52 First Game
Onions.........................
j the Camden Shells at Camden Sat
........ 8 Rockland
Parsley _______ ____
urday afternoon, but brilliant w« rk
ab r bh po a
..... . 45
Parsnips ....... ......... —.
in the outfield by Bohndell. WoodBillings,
ss
.........
4
____ 33
Peaches, dried______
5 j ward and Daily held the legisla
Collamore. 2b ..... 3
.......
22
Peanuts, green ............
tive gentlemen scoreless. "Dool"
Sawyer, c
........ 5
........ 20
Peanuts, roasted..........
Dailey, absent from the Shells’
French, p, cf...... 4
____ 53 Whitman, lb ..... 3
Pears _____ —~—...
lineup all Summer because of his
2 11
........ 60 Chisholm, cf. p . 4
duties as guide at a Northern
Peas, smooth...............
1 4
Maine camp, celebrated his return
j Peas,wrinkled ..........-................... 55 McNeilly. 3b ...... 3
by making a one-hand catch in
, Peas,unshelled. green ------------- 28 Winchenbach, lf
right field, which just about saved
I Potatoes .............
60 Drinkwater, rf ...
ihe game. Woodward nailed six
Potatoes, sweet............................. 54
flies, mostly with long, running
35
14
13
29
14
3
Quinces ....................... -.............- 48
Boothbay Harbor
rcatches.
i Raspberries .................................. 40
Ouelette, the Augusta pitcher
ab r bh po a
J Rice, rough..................................- 44 J. Coombs, cf ..... 5 11 0 0
held the Shells to a single hit.
Rye _________ ______ —....... 56 Sprague. If, 3b .... 4 2 110
but that was a triple swat by
Woodward, scoring a runner ahead
I Salt, coarse .................................. "(0 McDaugell. ss ..... 4 1115
of him in the sixth inning. Ouelette
I Salt, Turk's Island ..................... 70 Dodge, lb ........... 4 1 0 11 1
fanned 12 but was rather free with
Salt, fine.......................... —------ 60 Brewer, c ............ 3 2 15 2
I
passes.
The score:
Salt. Liverpool ............................. 60 Orover, 2b .......... 2 10 3 4
Augusta
Seed, alfalfa.................................. 60 Andrews. 3b. p .. . 3 10 10
ab bh po a
4 1110
Seed, clover.................................. 60 Orne. rf
Healey,
cf
.....
Gray. p. lf ....... 4 0 112
Seed, hemp..... .............................. 44
French, ss ...
Seed, herdsgrass .......................... 45
33 10 6 24 14 3 Burney, lb ...
Seed, Hungarian grass................ 48 Boothbay .... 20017000 0—10 ' Ouelette, p
Rockland .... 3 010 0 0 0 0 1 x—14 8. Ooggin, rf
Home run, McNeiUy. Two base ’ Smith. 3b ...
1 12
hits. French. Brewer. Sacrifice hits. O. Ooggin. c
Stinson. 2b
0 2
Sprague. McDaugell. Struck out, by
0 0
French 4. by Andrews 4 Base on Dempsey, lf
balls, off French 3. off Chisholm 4.
33 5 24 6
off Grey 6. off Andrews 1. Umpires.
Camden Shells
Frye and Tripp. Scorer. Maude i
ab bh po a
Winchenbach.
Miller, ss......................... 3 0 2 5
Second Game
Dailey, rf ....................... 4 0 1
Rockland
At RjidCMflZ we are spe
Call. 3b ......................... 3 0 2
ab r bh po a e Baum, c ......................... 3 0 0
cialists in making personal
loans of $25 to $250 or more.
Billings, ss .......... 3 0 2 0 0 0 Wadsworth, lb ............. 3 0 12
It is our full-time business.
Thompson, c ...... 4 2 2 3
1 1 Woodward, cf ............... 2 16
Just write tn—ask us about
Sawyer, lf, 3b .... 3 112 3 1 Heald. 2b ....................... 3 0 2
our way of doing business.
French, lb .......... 2 0 1 12 2 0
Bohndell. lf ................... 3 0 3
We will be glad to serve you.
Whitman, p........ 10 0 1 10 Richards, p .................... 2 0 0
MARTIN J RIELLY, Mgr.
Chisholm, cf ..... 4 112 0 0
Room No. 201 Floor No 2
Kresge Bldg.
Phone 1155
Winchenbach, lf 3 0 1 0 0 0
26 1 27 14
241 Water St., Augusta, Me.
McNeilly. 3b. p .... 4 0 114 1 Camden .... . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 x—1
Small Loan Statute License
No. 1. Charges 3% on unpaid
Collamore. 2b
4 0 1 3 5 1
Runs, Baum. Errors, Stinson, Call,
monthly balances up to >150;
22M.
ij°9 Imonthly
• on balances ■ Drinkwater. rf .... 4 113 0 0 | Two base hits, O. Goggin. Three
above.
J
base hits. Woodward. Struck out,
32 5 11 27 16 4 by Ouelette 12. Base on balls, off
Ouelette 5. Umpires, Graffam and
, Graffam.
• • • •
Camden 15, Bath 3
Tlie Camden Shells had another
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
Sabbath walk over, the victims this
I have several Houses and Farms at
time being thc Bath Clippers. The
visitors hit well, but not timely,
Very Reasonable Prices
and amassed a flock of costly errors.
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
Lord and Baum parked a couple in
at once
the outfield for three sacks apiece.
The score:
Terms can be arranged on some of them.

V. F. STUDLEY

283 MAIN STREET,

Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!

Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.

Refreshing!

SALADA

MARTINSVILLE

ICED

Dr. Ann Pitman of Madison, Wis.,
is visiting Miss Baxter and Miss
Murdock.

In packages and tea-bags at your grocer's

Dahlias are named in honor of I
the Swedish bonanist, Dahl.

MORE

FOR THE HOLIDAY WEEK-END
KELLOGG’S S8Kes

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEI

1154 OR 330

FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
81T&Stf

Bat Ii Clippers

ab bh po a
Lewis, cf ...................
5 0 0 0
, Stevens. 2b ...................< 5 3 2 2

3

20c

pkgs

SEIDNER'S

SANDWICH SPREAD

co

29c

2

GENERAL KNOX

8OZ
JARS

SALAD DRESSING

FRENCH’S

SALAD

MUSTARD

2

ho

19c

I9< 2^s23<

SM
JARS

GENERAL KNOX

STOKELY’S

.14 OZ
BOT

CATSUP

15c

1 LB
JAR

PEANUT BUTTER

17c

»
HOLSUM-PURE

STOKELY’S

2

CITRUSIP

CANS

2I<

ASST.

PRESERVES

19c

2

9
CAMPFIRE

STOKELY’S
WHOLE
RED

TOMATOES

15c

STOKELY’S

19C

MARSHMALLOWS
WORCESTER

TOMATO JUICE

3 caS

25c

IVORY SALT

★ THE SANDWICH SPREAD OF THE NATION

2

PEGS

Sm Can

Med Can

Lge Can

9c

14c

23c

UNDERWOOD DEVILED HAM

17c

WELCH’S

GRAPE JUICE

Doctorc recommend it

PINT
BOT

QT
BOT

43c

TALL
CANS

27c

23c

NEW ENGLAND STYLE

FRIEND’S b°avkeend BEANS
WILLIAM’S

tne

FOR THE HOLIDAY

ROOT BEER EXTRACT

BOT

21C

NESTLE’S—SEMI-SWEET

2

CAKES

3 OZ
CANS

25c

CHOCOLATE

r
I

PLEASE

nesday after a short vacation spent
at Maurice Hall's.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cary and
daughter Barbara of Woodridge.
N. J. are spending a vacation with
Mr.s. Ernest Beckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth McLain
of Watertown, Mass., called Wed
nesday on Mrs. E. J. Beckett and
the Thompson family.
Mrs. Ollie Brutting of Astoria. L.
I., has returned home after two
weeks spent with Mr. and Mrs.
A. U. Rodamer.
The 58h annual reunion of the
Hoffses family was held Thursday
at the Thompson picnic grounds,
70 being present. Picnic dinner
was served followed by business
meeting. Swimming and boating
were enjoyed by the younger folks
and a social time was passed.

5 2 3
FRIENDSHIP
4 1 3
Mr. and Mrs. John Pape and Mr.
4 4 3
Helfrick of White Plains, N. Y„
4 6 1
I have returned after several days
3 0 7
j i spent with Mr. and Mrs. A. O.
4 2 4
0 Rodamer.
1 0 0
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mr.s.
4 1 1
H. A. Thompson at Sprucedale, L. I.
39 13 24 14 were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Farmeram
Mr. andi Mrs. Walter Chase. Mr.
i Camden Shells
ab bh po a and Mrs. Frank Knowles of Lowell,
Miller, ss ................. .4131 Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Bailey
of Brooklyn. N. Y. Mr. and Mrs.
Lord, cf ...........
5 3 2
Farnham and Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
CaU. 3b ........................ 4 13
are remaining for a longer stay.
Baum, c.......................... 5 3 6
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown and
I Richards, r ............. ..501
daughter Madolyn and Miss Celia
J Wadsworth, lb, p ........ 4 16
Best of Franklin. Mass., were guests
Heal. 2b ........................ 5 2 0
of
Mr. and Mrs. George Wallace
Woodward, lf ............... 3 0 1
who are vacationing at Bradford
Oray, lf...... ................... 2 1 1
Point.
Bennett, p, lb................ 5 0 4
Mrs. Raymond Root, son Doug
...............
42 12 27 12 las. Kendall. Miss Cecile Boardsc
Bath Clippers, 000002100 —3 of Washington. D. C. returned WedCamden,
1 0 4 4 0 1 1 4 x—15
Runs—Stevens, Perry, Holbrook.
Miller 2, Lord 2, Call 4. Baum 3.
|i..viiaras, Waasworth, Heald 2. Er
rors—Richards, Lewis, Perry. For
tier, 2, Stevens. Brown, Haniblett 2.
. Two base hits—Stevens, Perry 2,
] Fortier, Miller, Call, Eaum 2. Three
1 base hits—Lord, Baum, Struck out
----- By Brown 2. by Bennett 5. Base
on balls—Off Brown 3. Umpires—
Dailey and Graffam.

Ferry, ss, p ............ .....
Sarkis, c ..................
Fortier, 3b, ss .........
Brown, p. 3b .......... ....
Nickerson, lb .........
Holbrook, lf, lb .... .....
Haniblett, lf ........... .....
Mullaney, r ............ .....

THREE CROW MUSTARD

THREE CROW

RINSO
CRISCO

MIXED

22

SPICE

2

PKGS

17c

1 LB CAN

19c

2

4

OZ
PKGS

19c

LGE
PKGS

39c

3 LB CAN

25c

51c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

A. J. Bird is attending to his blue
berries at "Old Acres" for a few
days.

Snapped On “Buffum Day”

Boothbav Playhouse Will
Honor This City Friday—
Mayor Veazie To Speak

Girl Scouts will serve the sup
per at Cushing Grange hall to
morrow night at 6 o'clock.
Aug n Rockport -B< neflt concert
at Capt Eell’s Boat Barn.
Aug 27 — Camden — Megunticook
Orange fair.
Aug 27-29- Damariscotta Pair,
Aug 28- Warren—"Oalloplng coffee”
at home of Mrs Phillip Simmons
Aug. 28 Reunion. Class 1930. RHS
Aug 29 Thomaaton—Oarden Club
Open House Dav at Levensaler house
Aug 30 Rockland night at Boothbay
Playhouse
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, fourth Summer Theatre Play
aeries st Watts hall
Aug 30 “Rockland Night” at Booth
bav Playhouse. Drama. “Night Must
Fall.'
Aug 31-Sept 3 Blue Hill fair
Sept 3 Warren—Schools re-open.
8ept. 3—Union—Schools re-open
Sept 4 — Camden
Ruth Draper.
Dorothy Pox. and Hellmut Baerwald
(YMCA Benefit I at Opera House
Sept. 8—Services resumed at the
Congregational Church
Sept 10—City schools open.
Sept 13 Educational Club meets
with Mrs Rose B Hupper. Tenants
Harbor

REUNIONS
Aug 28- Mank Family: 26th annual
at Mapie Or»ng<f ti«, Waldoboro
Aug 28 Kalloch Family: At Penob
scot View Orange hall ln Olen Cove.
Aug 28—Payson-Fogler Families: At
St Clair cottage Crescent Beach.
Aug 28-Hills Family: At the home
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Newton.
9 High St . Belfast
Aug. 30—Wentworth Family: 57th an
nual at Albert Alley's, 14 Oak St.
Camden
Aug 31—Carroll-Norwood Families:
At T J. Carroll s. East Warren
Aug 31-Leadbetter Family: 30th an
nual at North Haven_Orange hall
Sept 7—Whitmore Fwmlly: At home
of Mr and Mrs W J Bryant. Union
Common; lf stormy, following Mon

Ralph Staples was ordered com
mitted to the Veterans' Facilities
Hospital in Togus for examination
after having been found guilty ln
Municipal Court yesterday of as
sault and battery upon his wife.

Chapin Class will meet tonight
at 6.30 for supper at Witham's
Lob-ter Pound. Following the sup
per they will adjourn to the. heme
of Mrs. Nora Cooper for thc eve
ning.

Sund
Sept. 1, at the First. Baptist
Ba pi
Church. Morning. "The Man Who
Could Not Be Hid'; night. “The
Man Who Got Mad At The Doc
tor." Preacher Rev. William J.
Day of Winthrop, Mass.
Among those drawn for U. 8.,
District Court service in Portland
are: Grand jury, E. P. Castner and
Samuel J. Knowlton. Damariscotta;
Lucius F. Barker, Union; Arthur
E. McDonald. Thomaston (to report
Sept 17»; petit Jury. John Miller,
Waldoboro;
William T. White,
Rockland ito report Sept. 241.

Awnings, large or small, hammock
tops, chair backs and seats, boa',
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
16 Willow St.
73-tf

THAT COTTAGE
You have always desired is now
available at Wildwood Park over
looking Penobscot Bay; screened
porrh. goed roads, city water,
lights available, $985, for quick
sale. Apply—

Wildwood
Development Company
14 MAIN ST. CAMDC.N, TEL. 511
101-103

DANCING
Every Wed.
r
at
GLEN
COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHM AIRES
DOOR PRIZE
orrtf
IF YOU LIKE TO

DRAW. SKETCH or PAINT
Write for Talent Test (No Fee)
Give age and occupation

Write F
Care of The Courier-Gaiette

"Rockland Night" will be fea
tured Friday of this week at
Boothbay Playhouse with special
arrangements in effect honoring
this city. Mayor Edward R. Veazie
will speak between acts and there
will be an exhibit by RAkland ar
tists in the lobby and lounge. Thc
several Rockland service clubs.
Rotary, I ions and Kiwanls, have
special invitations and the Cham
ber of Commerce ls co-operating
actively through its auxiliary un
der direction of Auxiliary president
Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell. Jr.
Rockland Night is the third ln
the highly satisfactory series of
similar events at Boothbay Play
house. Augusta and Wiscasset hav
ing been similarly honored. The
play will be the spectacular suc
cess "Night Must Fall," the extra
ordinarily
different
production
which has provoked nationwide
comment, favorable and otherwise,
during the past few months. It is
realism in the rough following a

Mrs. Anna Lincoln has bought
the Simmons cottage at Battery
Beach. Mrs. Helen P. Knowlton of
Rockland has bought the Dan
Munro property, Limerock street.
Both sales were made through the
Freeman S. Young agency.

Due to the length of the per
formance of the "The Sea Hawk"
which is to be shown at Strand
Theatre on Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday the evening
shows will start at 6.15 and 8.45.
Twilight League fans are well
pleased to learn that the Rockland
Pirates and Camden Shells are to
play two games Labor Day. Their
games this season liave been the
real cheese.

The Past Grands and Past Noble
Grands' Association of Knox and
Lincoln Counties will meet Wednes
day night at the home of Mrs. Oert
rude Benner. Waldoboro. Visiting
members will furnish sweets.

The past presidents of the Ed
win Libby Relief Corps will have
their annual get-together, Thurs
day at 6.30 at Witham's Lobster
Pound.
All desiring or having
day.
transportation please notify the
Completing a fortnight's vacation president Mary B. Cooper, 153-J.
Mrs. Sybil J. Orne' has resumed
her office duties with A. C. McLoon
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell is
& Co.
at his desk ln the High School
building attending to the prelim
Dr. Donald Leigh has changed inaries of the new school year
hls residence on Union street into which begins Tuesday, Sept. 10.
a private hospital and office. His Prom the cultivation of the youth
private residence Is now 355 Broad ful mind to the successful cultiva
tion of crops on his farm in Sid
way.
ney is only a hop. skip and jump.
The Board of Registration, Frank
George Trussell of Tillson avenue
W Fuller, chairman, begins its pre
election duties tomorrow, meeting poured gasoline into a Are in his
ln the City Building at the usual home on Tillson avenue last night,
and was treated by Dr. H. J. Weishours.
man at Knox Hospital for burns on
Lloyd Daniels of Daniels. Jewelers, both legs and his hands. The Are
is in New York attending the con department was handy by. indulg
vention of the American National ing in a drill, and put out the in
Retail Jewelers’ Association, being cipient blaze in addition to giving
held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. flrst aid.

Friday night thc N.Y.A. girls and
several other members of the Red
Cress First-Aid class, which has
been held for the past 10 weeks in
the N Y.A. girls' sewing room, with
Eddie Dodge of the Camden Fire
department as instructor, voted to
take the Advanced First Aid Course
The first class for those wishing to
take the Advance First Aid Course
will be held in the N.Y.A. Girl's
sewing room. Thursday at 7 o'clock

Writing In the Bath Times. Sports
Editor Stover says: "The Park
Street Arena in Rockland hasn't
any more, lf as much square foot
age as the old Armory hall of this
city but they can put 850 into the
Rockland hall—a converted barn—
while 500 is the best you can do ln
the old Armory hall. The secret is
in the seating plan. On all sides of
the ring in Rockland they run the
seats from the floor right to the
celling.'’
BORN
Ross—At Owls Head. Aug 20, to »
and Mrs Waller Ross a son-Jon Ho
Flint—At Knox Hospital. Aug 25.
Mr ard Mrs. William T Flint
Thomaston, a son William Thom
Jr.
Woodcock—At Vlnalhaven. Aug. 9.
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Woodcock,
daughter.

DIED
Wall At Rockport. Aug. 25. Capt.
Simon H Wall, aged 78 years. 8 months
5 days Funeral Baptist Church. Wed
nesday, 2 p. m Friends are asked to
omit flowers Burial Amesbury Hill
cemetery
McCabe—At Camden. Aug 25. Ed
ward T. McCabe, aged 79 years.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Cassie Elwell
Ruscell who passed away Aug 28. 1938
No one knows how much wc miss her.
As the days grow Into years.
While we try to bear our heartache
As we smile to hide our tears
But the broken link shall be mended
In our happy golden chain.
When all our tears are ended
In a land where there's no pain
We find strength ln that blessed

promise

That aome day beyond the sky.
We shall meet and know our loved
one —
Never more to say good -bye.
Mother. Father. Sisters and Brothers*

Back row, left to right:

Arthur Flanagan. Mayor E. R. Veazie, Albert C. McLoon, Dr. A. W. Foss, Kennedy
Crane, Arthur L Orne. Front: Harry A. Buffum.

A surprise reception was given tee by a large number of friends..
Harry A. Buffuin Saturday after | Mayor Edward R. Veazie gave a
i short welcoming speech, saying that
noon, at thc Knox County Country j tbe honor guest was always a good
Club, hg being the oldest member. partner, and a good opponent. Two
Mr. Buffum has been playing golf gifts were presented to bim, and
for a period of 25 years, and in this | his acceptance speech was full of
time has made numerous friends, of happiness and appreciation. He
all ages, who were happy to honor was surrounded by players and cad
him thus.
dies, old and new. who congratu
On his arrival at the club, Mr. lated him.
Buffum was greeted on the first
A handicap tournament was held,

Baseball will be revived at St.
George tomorrow night—for one
game at least. Called at 5.30. John
Davidson and "Dump” Monaghan
will be in the lineup.
The Waldo and Penobscot Agri
cultural Fair society has announced
that the annual fair at Monroe will
not be held this year, according to
Announcement by G. A. Palmer,
secretary.

Fraudulent filing of unemploy
ment compensation claims was
frowned upon yesterday when Ed
ward Walden and Benjamin Park
er were arraigned before Judge
Dwinal. Payments had been made
to each it was alleged, while they
were at work. Walden promised to
make restitution, and sentence was
suspended. Parker said he would
try to return the 857.47 he had re
ceived. and the case was continued
for six months.

Fivejjew pant racks with a cap
acity of 750 pairs have been in
stalled at Gregory's, handling the
entire stock of trousers to the con
venience of patrons as well as pro
prietors.

Awards of pictures Saturday at
H. H. Crie Sc Co.'s went to J. G.
Baum. Cleveland Morey, C. F. Lewis,
James Gallop of Camden, Evelyn
Mansfield of Rockport. Bernard
Rackliff of Spruce Head, A. M.
Johnson. H. W. Starrett of Warren,
Mary Dyer of North Haven, Vinnte
S. Watts, Harriet Whitten and May
nard Waltz of Warren. The chest
went to Dorothy Crowell of Wal
doboro.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son
for Furs: Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
School street. Rockiand.—adv.

103‘lt

NOTICE
CARD OF THANKS
Board of Registration
We wish to express sincere thanks to
Tlie Board of Registration of the City
our neighbors and friends for the of Rockland. Maine will be ln session
beautiful flowers, and for cars fur at their robm ln the City Building.
nished at the services for our husband, Wednesday. Thursday. Friday, Saturday
father and brother Also we wish to Tuesday. Wednesday. Aug. 23. 29. 30.
thank Dr H J Welsman. and Dr. Don 31 and Sept 3. 4. A D. 1940, from nine
aid Leigh for all their efforts ln hls o'clock ln the forenoon to one o'clock
behalf. Our special thanks also to ln the afternoon, and from three to
Mr Russell for hls kind help ln all five o’clock In the afternoon, and from
matters.
seven to nine o’clock ln the afternoon
Mrs Allen Gardner. Mr and Mrs (standard time), to receive evidence
Bertram Gardner and family. Mr and touching the qualifications of voters
Mrs Robert Gardner. Mr and Mrs. ln said city, and to verify the correct
Raymond Gardner, Mr and Mrs. Clay ness of the lists of voters. No applica
ton Witham and family, Mrs Alfred tions for Absent Voting Ballots or
Prescott, Arthur Gardner. Harold Oard Physical Incapacity Ballots will be
ner and Mrs. George Wooster.
approved after five o’clock ln the aft
ernoon of Saturday. Sept. 7. 1940. when
this session closes.
Per order of the Board of Registra
tion.
By FRANK W FULLER.
Chairman
102-103

WANTED

Spruce and Pine Cones

Ut-tt

By the Bushel

relief art.
Operation of law—Limited to period ending June 3C 1940.

A GERMAN SPY. MAYBE
During the other World War
there were many spy scares, nearly
all of which were found to be base
less. In war times one's nerves bei come jittery.
But recently Mrs. J. N. Southard
saw a man sketching on her lawn
and was curious to know what sub
ject he had selected. She discov
ered that the man had made rough
plans of the Snow shipyard and wa-

A CHARMING TOUCH!

Flowers for the room your
guest occupies, add a final
glow to hospitality. They
bring a note of fragrant
charm out of all proportion
io their small cost — when
irom our freshly cut, long
lasting stocks! Order a few.
Place them in the guest
room. Enjoy their charming
effects!

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID

ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

S. E. EATON

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
103-104

TEL 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

AT SEARS CONVENIENT ORDER OFFICE

AVG.

31st LAST DAT TO GET

EXTRA SAVINGS
for Family,
Home and Car!

SHOW TIMES
Matinees Daily at 2.30
Sundays at 3
Evenings at 7 A 8

Tl'ES.-WED.. AUG. 77-28
RKO presents a fine version of
one of the best selling novels of
all time.

“TOM BROWN'S
SCHOOL DAYS” •
From the novel by Thomas
Hughes, featuring
Sir Cedric Ilardwicke,' Freddie
Bartholomew, Billy Ilalop,
Polly Moran,
Josephine Hutchinson

FRANCES FARMER
in

Ambulance Service

“SOUTH OF
PAGO PAGO”
with

“Firpo” Frye’s Wood Yard

SUMMER WOOD

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Price 75c per foot, delivered

• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 867
ROCKLAND, ME.
88-tf

102-104

The auction of the Atterbury
Rockland High School class of
property at Dark Harbor has been 1913 will hold its first reunion next
cancelled as the property has been Wednesday, Sept. 4. at Beach Inn,
sold at private sale.
Lincolnville, at 7 oclock. Wives
and husbands are invited.
Baseball pictures of the two
The Elks arc having a turkey
major leagues will entertain the
Lions tomorrow. There will be no supper tonight, followed by the
speakers.
regular meeting.

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO (TTY
TEL WALDOBORO 10U

THURS.-FRI., AUG. 29-30

103-104

(Dry Fitted)

presses,

I series of rollicking comedies and
j seems destined for marked success
; at Boothbay.
i Hostesses for Rockland night will
j bc: Misses Laura Pomeroy, Priscilla
j Lovejoy, Dorothy Sherman, Barbara
Derry, Phyllis MacLeod and Beulah
i MacLeod.
1 Patrons and patronesses are: Mr.
i and Mrs. P. A. Tirrell, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. George B. Wood, Mrs. Elmer
Is. Bird, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F
Senter. Mr. and Mrs. Charles H
’ Berry. Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird,
Mr. and Mr.s. L. A Thurston, Mr
and Mrs. Charles A. Emery, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald C. Leach Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Richardson and Mr. and
Mrs. E. F. Glover

WALDO THEATRE

VICTOR McLAGLEN
JON HALL

X BANGOR. MF.

Water Street, lower end of Main St.

. terfront, and that the man was a
aerman. He gave evasive answers
I to her questions.
j The police were notified, but the
"artist" had moved on and It
I rumored that he was arrested in
Bangor, found to have in his pos
session plans of the Maine coast,
and even the remains of the old
battery in front of the Samoset
Hotel.
. Sucli. at least, is thc story.

The Rockland Pirates play in J People, like printing
Thomaston tonight, and have their leave Impressions.
fingers crossed. Rockport journeys
to Camden.

Current & Choice in
Time Magazine

Maine Florist Supply Co.

TEL. 1366

Here are the principal provisions of legislation sent to the
While House authorizing President Roosevelt to call the National
Guard and army reserves to active duty.
Subject to call—Members of National Guard regular army re
serve, officers reserve corps, enlisted reserve corps, retired officers
and retired enlisted men.
Period of duty—twelve consecutive months.
Pay—Same as that of regular army I $21 month basic for en
listed men).
Where serve—.Any point designated by President within west
ern hemisphere, on American possessions outside this hemisphere
and on the Philippine Islands.
Resignations—All Guardsmen and Reserves under the rank
of captain who have dependents permitted to resign within 20 days
after bring ordered to active duty.
Discharges—Automatically given to all Guard members under
18 years.
Medical examinations—Provided on entry into federal service
and on release, with medical certificate of service illness or injuries
to be provided.
Re-employment—Employers required lo re-employ soldier who
makes application for reinstatement in job 10 days after completing
service, unless employer finds it “impossible or unreasonable" to
do so. United States Attorneys empowered to act a- attorney for
soldier in suits to force re-employment.
Benefits—Trainees to receive benefits of soldiers’ and sailors'

Repeatedly listed as

Write to—

TELEPHONES
IN. 781-1 * 781-11
llt-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, Ml.

THE NATIONAL GUARD BILL

j

They're together again. These two veterans of many campaigns, ath
letic. civic, social welfare and others arc hooked up once more in the new
public nursing organization. John M. Richardson as president, and Alder
man William J. Sullivan as vice president.

BCD CLARK AND HIS BAND
Featuring Ernie Munro. Jr., Vocalist

Bayberry in Quantity

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

mens prizes going to Lawrence
Crane, Felix Salmond and Charles
Wottcn and Dr. A. W. Foss, who
tied for third place. Mrs. Evelyn
Whitman, Miss Rose Flanagan and
Mrs. Felix Salmond won prizes in
the women's division.
Mr. and Hrs. Lincoln McRae,
with the willing aid of the other
members, were in charge of the
affair and to say it was a success
is stating it mildly.

I

Tire public nursing service in tills Mayor, chairman ex-officio, and the
city, conducted for several years i officers and trustees, including
under Red Cross auspices and re these men: Rev. E. O. Kenyon. D.
C. Leach, W. J. Sullivan, A. Alan
cently dropped by that organiza Grossman, H. P Blodgett, John M.
tion through necessity, paused by Richardson, Dr. C. B Popplestone,
the collapse of Community Chest, is Dr G. W. Soule, John M. Pomeroy,
to be continued along its same Wilbur Senter, Allan F. McAlary
highly satisfactory lines.
Allston Smith and Leforest A.
Mayor Veazie last week called to Thurston.
gether a public spirited group of
2. That MLss Eliza Steele be re
citizens to face the emergency and tained as the local nurse.
solve the problem. Tlie original
4. That tlie proposed association
group recognized the Hot that co-operate with the Department of
abandonment of this indispensable Health and Welfare.
welfare service was unthinkable
5. That all problems of finance,
and appointed a committee to study location and membership be left ln
the situation and report at a the hands of the new trustees.
meeting to be held at 4 p. m. Aug.
6. That officials and trustees be
Aug. 26. That group, augmented, chosen at the Aug. 26 meeting ln
convened yesterday and received order that the work proceed forth
this report, which was adopted.
with.
• • • •
1. That the work be carried for
ward without interruption along
Action was prompt and decisive.
the lines which have proven so sat Tlie group was elected and accepted
isfactory in the past and that Its its responsibilities. These officers
scope be extended along preventive were chosen: President. John M.
and social lines when and if con , Richardson; vice president, William
ditions warrant.
J. Sullivan; secretary, Allston
2. That an association be formed Smith; treasurer. Donald C. Leach.
Mayor Edward R. Veazie who with a president, vice president,
Funds arc in hand to take the
will speak in behalf of this city secretary-treasurer and nine trus present service as is until Sept. 1,
at Boothbay Playhouse Friday tees to have full responsibility for By that time the new group will be
night.
the conduct of the affairs, the operating and will carry on.

Those wanting furniture etc., for
cottages will do well to attend the
Rising Sale at 7 Purchase 8’reet,
Rummage Sale, 117 Broadway, Friday. Other furniture etc., praclt
between Park and Pleasant Streets. -tieaily bran new.—adv.
I
—Friday and Saturday. Doors open
9 a. m —adv.
103’104
Visit Lucien K. Green Sc Son
for Furs: Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
DANCE
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
At White Oak Grange
See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
No. Warren, Tuesd’y. Aug. 27 School street. Rockland, adv.

100*105

BURPEE’S

WILL CONTINUE NURSING SERVICE

“Rockland Night”

Olympe Bradna, Gene Lockhart,
Douglas Dumbrille

Coming: "I Lovr You Again.”
“Lady In Question,’ "Boys From
Syracuse," “The Sea Hawk.”

Seat,s are often "all sold out" on "TTIE
EAST WIND"- gay-colored silver and
canary Train which makes a daylight
dash across 9 States between Maine,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Con
necticut, New York, New Jersey. Penn
sylvania, Delaware, Maryland and
Washington. Don’t be disappointed by
failing to get reservations and tickets
ln advance.
"THE EAST WIND" is the new
train with luxury supreme. In
dividually reserved, reclining
chairs; Luxurious Smart TavernLounge; Smart Grill Car (55c
meals); Radio; Magazines—yes,
even a soda fountain.
Cool es the wind It's namPd fnr;
air-conditioned, of course. Thrifty
—only TWO CENTS A MILE for
all its comforts.
Capacity Limited—Buy Your scat
NOW. s,

w,

CENTRAL R. R.

ONLY 4 DAYS LEFT
TO BUY FROM THIS
BOOK OF BARGAINS*
Hurry! Come in at once, see what
you save on things you need. Cour
teous clerks will help with selec
tions, write your order and mail it.

SPEEDY DELIVERY
... to our office or your home. A
small delivery charge but NO

C. O. D. fee.

PICAL BARGAINS
OFFERED
FULL FASHIONED HOSE

39(

I silk chiffon,

18 AU WOOL BLANKETS
8« >a .
;ht 3 lb,..............

$3 M

ej.OO

9 MEN'S WORK PANTS
■ble
.wonteds.

..

SI 00

SIS' 2-p«. PLAID SUITS

/Purchases Totaling $10 or\

I More May Be Made on Scars I
\

Easy Payment Plan

/

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

CATALOG ORDER OFFICE

433 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Every-Other-Day
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LOUISE MTLUg
Correspondent

WARREN

FIFTY YEARS MARRIED

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
R «««
Tel. 49

As Stover Saw It

Educational Club

Bath Sports Editor Gives
His Interesting Version Of
Wooster-Cooper Bout

Picnic At Mrs. E. M. Law
rence’s Marked By
Interesting Talks

SENTEE^ CRANE’S

The Woman's Educational Club
The sports editor regrets that
—
he was unable to be present at picnicked at the home of Mrs. E. M.
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett, w’ho 11
last Friday night's boxing show, Lawrence in Rockport Friday aft
The German Lutheran Church
was well filled Sunday afternoon spent a month in this town, have
because it deprived him of the ernoon and evening. In the after
when about 400 people gathered returned to Somerville, Mass.
privilege of meeting his old friend noon, Dr. Sisco of Baltimore and
to hear Dr. Samuel Trexler, Presi
Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark French
Beany" Stover, who conducts in and Rockport gave a fine talk on
dent of the United Synod of the and daughter. Miss Olenice French
the Bath Daily Times one of the "Adult Education." Dr. Sisco said
Lutheran Society of New’ York, de- enjoyed a motor trip into Canada
best sporting pages to be found in he would advise people who have
liver his annual sermon. Mr. and I
week.
any Maine newspaper. And be finished their days in school to
•<l
Mrs. John Heiser of Somenille. , ^rs gdas Watts will entertain
cause of this fact the writer is continue study all through life and
Mass.,
Summer residents
of , the
Clrc!e of the Congre.
going to take the liberty of re improve every opportunity to learn
Bremen furnished music.
| gational Church Thursday at her
producing Stover's story of the things of value and help to oneself
main bout, in which he had a and to others. Mrs. Sisco, wife of
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt and cottage. "Watts Haven" at Vinal
ONE RE POSSESSED
the Doctor, herself an M. D., gave
special
interest
due
to
the
fact
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau visited point, Cushing,
V1
the club a de'tailed and interesting
that the winner was a Bath boy.
friends in Brunswick recently.
j Rev and Mrs L clark French
report of the National Convention
As
Stover
Saw
It
Mrs. Emma E. Spear who for the observed their 24th wedding anniAn army of at least 100 Bathites, of the W.C.T.U. in Chicago. The
past week has been guest of their versary, Aug. 18, 21 friends assem
saw Lou Cooper, State heavyweight delegates were at the Stevenson
daughter Mrs. B. G. Miller returned bling at the parsonage for the oc- ,
king, outbox, outslug and generally Hotel, situated on Lake Michigan,
Monday to Portland.
casion.
out-class Butch Wooster, the Lime the largest hotel in the world. At
I
Misses Frances and Jacqueline
The Past Grand and Past Noble
City's pride and joy. so completely the convention banquet 700 women J
Richards have returned from a Grand Association of Knox and 1
Friday evening in their six-round were seated at the tables. It has
visit with relatives in Winthrop, Lincoln Counties will meet Wed
setto that the voting of a unani been said that the W.C.T.U. is "an f
Mass. They were accompanied nesday night at the home of Mrs.
mous decision to the brawny ship old ladies' organization," but Mrs
home by Miss Virginia Douglas and | Gertrude Benner in Waldoboro.
builder was but a matter of for Sisco said the convention proved
Franklin Douglas of Winthrop W’ho ■ visiting members will furnish 1
mality on the part of Referee Jack that as false as there was a very
spent the weekend at the Richards' . sweets.
4
O'Brien and the two judges. Carl large delegation of young women.
home.
| Mr and jjrs Edwin Copeland of
Morse of Rockland and Dick'Frates The parade was very impressive as
BRAND NEW 1940 STYLE
Miss Martha Morse returned Fri- i Woolwich were guests Sunday at
many States were represented and
of Bath.
day to Bath after spending two j the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Two-minute rounds Instead of each group carried its own banner.
weeks with her grandmother Mrs Peabody.
Mrs. Pitts of Rockport gave a
the customary three proved Butch's
Emma Hagerman.
Nineteen descendants of John
greatest ally while, a referee with short review of the book "Mein
'*.-A
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McMaster ' Burton met Sunday at the home
a broken thumb in splints was of Kampf," written by Adolf Hitler
and friend Mr. Lewis of Lowell ■ of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Tolmuch assistance. Referee O'Brien in 1925 Much knowledge of Hit
M iss.. were guests Saturday of Mrs. ' man. Dinner was served indoors
did a fine job in handling the clash ler's ways was learned from it. Miss
McMaster's uncle, H. E. Went and a pleasant social gathering
of Maine's two outstanding heavy Dorothy Harvie of Lynn and Rock
took place, many of them not hav- J
worth.
weights but, the fractured digit land. a member of the club, gave
Regular price $189.95
ing seen one another since last
made it virtually impossible for several beautiful readings—"My j
All schools begin Sept. 9.
year. Present were Mrs Adelbert
him to pry Wooster from Cooper Dream Garden" by Mrs. Detora E.
Miss Violet Ludwig of Liberty is
Benner. Mrs. Arlene Maggio, Mr.
when the champ had his opponent Morrill of Rockport. "Grandpa." 1
guest at the Baptist parsonage of
and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn and Mrs.
out on his feet in the third and and other selections.
OTHER PHILCO’S. $99.95 to $259.95
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter.
Minnie Newbert of Thomaston,
fourth heats.
A discussion of Wlllkie's speech,
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville.
JeS6ie woodcock of Lewiston.
With 30 seconds to go in the accepting the Presidential nomina
Mass.: passed the weekend with j Miss Edna Hjlls of Bristol Mr and
third round. Cooper, nailed Wooster tion was given by the members. Dr.
Mrs. Hovey.
Mrs. Fred Killeran and Herman I
with a whistling right to the head William H. Werkmeisted, a College
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Olidden
of
Mrs Harold I
—Photo by Ernest R. Blackinton
and Butch hit the deck.
He professor and author, of Nebraska,
of Melrose. Mass., and Harold Olid- Wotton of
Waldoboro, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Staples, whose golden wedding observance was bounced up at one and that was gave a scholarly address on "Cos
den of Woburn. Mass., returned Mr and
c B Tolman and
recently reported in this paper.
a mistake for “Larruping" Lou mic Universe." explaining the size of
home Sunday after a week's visit famlly Th<? house was decorated
tagged him with two fast hooks, the earth in relation to the sun and
with E. A. Glidden.
'with gladioli.
loping Coffee" which will be given FRIENDSHIP
left and right and Butch's knees to its inhabitants.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Levensaler
Advertisements In this column no,
Miss Virginia Jones of China told
. _. ,,,
Dr. and Mrs. Fred G. Campbell from 9 to 10.30 a. m„ Wednesday
LOST on Rt 1 between Islesboro and
Sidney Meyer who was guest at buckled. He managed to fall into
to exceed three line* Inserted once foi
daughters. Geraldine and Phyl is have
fumlshed the o;ld.
of
her
attendance
at
the
Republi

Bath base drum. In brown fibre case
a
clinch
and
with
the
Shipping
25
cents, three times for 50 cento Ad
and Mr. and Mrs. Norman Leavitt den cottage at Martin's Point, next at the home of Mrs Phillip Sim Mrs Hattie Wotton’s has returned I City delegation roaring for the can convention in Philadelphia as a dttlnnal
reading
Ruby Newman. Boston and
lines five cents each for one
New York Reward Writs RUBY NEW
were gueste Sunday of Winfield
e WalkeT cot e
mons. The proceeds will benefit to Hamilton, Mass. Miss Elizabeth referee to “break them," he hung Maine delegate. Fifteen thousand time. 10 cento for three tiroes. Five MAN
ORCHESTRA.
115 Newburv St..
small words to a line
Havener at Black Island.
Boston. Mass
10Q-1O4
Miss Harriet Hahn, who has been the Ladies Circle. Mrs. Alvah Sim- ■' Meyer will remain for an extended on the remaining 10 seconds to the ' were in attendance and the majority
Mrs. Maude C. Gay was hostess a patient at the Massachusetts mens will be the assisting hostess.
gong. And in the fourth frame. I wanted Wlllkie Thousands of tele- i
visit
with
Miss
Priscilla
Wotton.
Monday night to the' Historical Memorial Hospital the past
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Leavitt,
Miss Patricia Dodge of Isle au when Cooper smashed the Rock- ' grams poured in endorsing him.
Society
weeks has been transferred to Mrs. Marblehead, Mass., and Mr. and Haut is visiting Miss Eiaine Dodge. landite with a terrific right hook 1 In the open forum prohibition
At the union service held Sunto the chin and dropped him for : was discussed. The next meeting 1 ROOSTERS and pulleto for sale TEI,
farm wanted to rent, suitable
day at the Baptist Church a specia
>yenue
M
and Mrs. Aagi Neilsen also of Marble
Mr. and Mrs. George Oliver of a nine count, the process was re- | is with Mrs. Rose Hupper at Ten- j t~7-W__________________________ 103-105 forSMALL
racing poultry
Anywhere with
guest was Dr Schell. Secretary of her mai] shQuld
KELVINATOR Ice-box for .sale Sac in a radius cf 10 miles from Rockland
be sent there until head, Mass., who have been guests Union were callers Thursday on peated. Wooster hanging on for a ant's Harbor Sept. 13. The trans- rifice
Write
W
H
STROPLE
Long Cove
Must sell before Labor Day
the Presbyterian Board of Foteign
notice Aftw g month gt of Mr and Mrs. Walter Leavitt, Mrs. Clayton Oliver.
L______________________ 103*105
full 20 seconds on this occasion.
portation committee comprises Mrs ’ Excellent condition. Used two Sum
Missions of Bronxville. N. J. Next
Cottl«,.s
e
made a recent motor trip to Cadil- I Mr. and Mrs. Saul of Hamilton,
PART time delivery man wanted for
Those two rounds, either of which | Ida Simmons. Mrs. Zaida Wins- mers. S40;also pool table $5 FRED
Sunday regular services will be re- for further
aJ treatment at lac Mountain.
prodpet In answer. Indicate age.
Mass.. are guests of Mrs. Hattie would probably have produced a ’ low. Mrs. Etta Sanborn. Mrs. Evie ROMKEY. Tenants Harbor _____103-105 food
experP
n<e and salary wanted
Write
r*sumed
, ■ —' n *4 «in
—- AM
AM
AM1VWAM
A
pair
of
white
faced,
two
year
old
each church.
This
group
dined
Friday
night
at
Wotton
and
Mrs.
Dwight
Wotton.
the Massachusetts Memorial Hos
knockout for Cooper had they been Loring. Mrs. Cora Kalloch., Mrs. steers for sale; also a "28 Dodge touring M N ’ eare Courier-Gazette 103-105
Lauren Osgood is recovering
the
"Lobster
Buoy"
at
Ash
Point:
ear
In
good
condition
FRED
I.
MILI.ER
POSITION wanted housekeeper for
pital.
She is gaining strength
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver and grand three-minute affairs, saw the most Hazel Woodward, Mrs. E M. Law Warren. Tel 15-13
103-105 man alone or small family. BOX 203
from serious head injuries which slowly.
Mrs. Everett Cunningham, and son Leonard Stetson, Mrs. Ira L. torrid action of the scrap.
rence. Mrs Caroline Sleeper, Mrs.
Warren
103*105
20
WINDOWS
and
frames
for
sale,
he received when he fell from a
As the writer scored the tussle Flora Ulmer, Mrs. Leighton. The secondhand doors 1 large safe. Reo
j The public is invited to the "Gal- guest. Mrs. Howard Savor of Mal Oliver and "Gean" and "Buddie"
LET ................................
URIOT
tree. Prompt action on the part
den. Mass.. Mrs. William Cunning Oliver of North Weymouth spent Cooper took five of the six sessions ! members will pleise call any of engine 1930 . 5 tires and tubes size TOROOMS
to let at 15 Grove St Tel
18-(150-6 plv All articles In good conof Thomas Lee in rendering first
ham. Mrs. Edwin Nash. Mrs. Flora
while the second was even. Cooper i these members in regard to trans- dlt'on; 4-room cottage, upper Megun 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS 103-tf
aid and calling for an ambulance the North Waldoboro Methodist Peabody. Mrs. P D. Starrett and Friday at the Oliver Farm in North
FURNISHED house. 6 rooms, bxth
tlco k Lake T ANDERSON 215 Ran
Waldoboro.
flashed a neat left jab that kept portation before that date.
a rage, cheerful, good location
Call
kin St , Tel 365 J______________ 103-105
and doctor should be highly com- Church,
1 guests, Mrs. Merton Thayer and
f
1 BIRCH ST
103*105
Wooster
from
getting
set
for
his
Mabel
Harding,
secretary
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid held a
KTTCHEN «et. odd dishes, lamps,
mended.
| The program:
1 Miss Muriel Thayer of Brockton,
’a DOUBLE house to let. 6 rooms,
famous roundhouse right which has
couch beds and rug- for sale Mu-t
Starr Mass., Mrs. Phillip Simmons. Mrs. public baked bean supper at the
Mrs. Miuis Bums visited relatives J.011? Wh*;'J,rbe sold by Sept 1. MRS SHARER. 11 bath, garden; clean, reasonable Adults.
! kayoed many a good boy. Time
Hopkli:
Apply MR FRISBEE 2 Greene St..
vestry
last
Tuesday.
Mrs.
Hattie
T
St.
103-105
in New Harbor the past week
j
Anita Ames. Washington
Fred Mathews, and Mrs. Leland
Washlngtt
- Thomaston
noma
103*105
, after time Butch would start that
in F,
Rubinstein Philbrook. Mrs. Cornelius Overlock, Wotton was chairman.
FOX *errler pup. for sale. GUY
Considerable interest was mani- Melody
M '
WOMAN wanted to help with house
i roundhouse only to be set back on
two pianos
JOHNSON. Lake Ave. Tel 505 J
fest Saturday night when Alton
Mrs.
Gertrude
Oliver
who
has
work
and
laundry
Write
"R
”
care
i and Mrs. Clarence Spear.
Pauline Creamer, Waldoboro
__________________101*103
I his heels by Cooper's long left
Courier-Gazette^
101-103
Runbestetn , Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby of been guest of Mrs Wilma Jordan
Prock and crew moved a six-ton Melody In F.
FURNITURE
for
sale:
Twin
beds.
*2o
’
i which early in the scrap brought
,
. .
..
_
' Shortnlng Bread,
Wolfe
PURCHASERS wanted for Rising
par'or ateve. $20 mahogany vanity
vault door into the Depositor s Edelweiss Glide.
Vanderbeck South Warren, and Mr. and Mrs. at her Summer cottage in Naples, the claret to Wooster's nose. Once
HE opinions of unbiased experts.
$20. cabinet radio $10. cedar furniture and furnishings, jewelry, etc .
Marjorie Ames. Washington
Trust Co. for installation.
’
has
returned
home.
at
Purchase St. Rockland. Friday.
Daniel T. Folsom of Monmouth, obSelection.
without a private ax to grind, chest. $3. chest of drawers. $3 11 TRIN- See 7large
in the first frame, as Cooper
ad.
102-104
I served their 12th and 34th wedding
Marlene Monahan. Warren
Miss Rachel Stetson of Thomas missed a hard right. Butch con frequently help Mr. Average Citi ITY ST_________________________103*It
Students of the Keyboard
WANTED to buy; Comfortable home
Merry Oldsmoblle.
Edwards anniversaries respectively, SaturHOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale.
ton
called
last
Tuesday
on
her
nected with his but. if it Jarred zen to make up his mind on impor Including chamber set. dining room set. Vicinity. Rockland Garage barn Pho
Air
A pianoforte recital was given Home Sweet Home.
Ariel Danforth, Union
i day. Mr. and Mrs. Libby were din- ( grandmother and brother.
wrung desk, sewing machine dishes, to and full description with price of
the champ there was no outward tant matters.
Sunday by the pupils of Miss Max Glow Worm
etc Aug 29 and 30 from 9 to 6. 38 hicme Write HOME 1 care of Courier
j ner guests of the Folsoms at their
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Pease
and
Not
that
Mr.
Average
Citizen
IOC-104
sign
of
the
same.
Lou
had
the
Grainger
RANKIN ST___________________ 103-104 Gkz-tte.
ine L. Mears of Winlows Mills at I Country Gardens
Patricia Ludwig, Washington
home in Monmouth.
children of Thomaston visited last first by a wide margin on the needs any expert help to evaluate
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
for two
MAPLE
douch
for
sale
DR
REUTER
Muscadins,
Wacks I
the liquor traffic. Almost anyone 158 Talbot Ave._______________ 102-104 weeks In family of two adults at cot
strength of that left hand.
Polly.
Zamerllnck ’
tage at Spruce Head; no washing TEI.
Miss Maxine L Mears
when off to himself without joshing
OIL hot water heater for sale, also Rockland 853-13
101-103
In
the
second
Wooster
rallied
and
Moonlight Sonata.Beethoven Prelude
hard wood breakfast set. table model
friends
around
will
admit
that
this
ELDERLY woman wanted who would
scored with a flurry of rights and
Papa Hadyn.
Mozart
radio and a davenport. Call from 9
appreciate good home, help take care
Blue Bells of Scotland,
Air
to 11 at 55 Masonic St.. TEI. 178 R
lefts to the head and body but the country and its people would be a |________________________________
School Boys.
Hopkins
102 104 of 2 children. 11 and 13. Right place
lot better off without legal liquor.
for good steady woman No washing
champ
shook
them
off
and
kept
Benny Ames. Washington
Lorenzo Creamer has applied to the Selectmen of the Town of
DRY fitted Summer wood 75c per Small salary’ F O HARDINO Bel
But, let’s see what the experts
Robins Return.
Fischer
coming in, finishing fast and
foot delivered
FIRPO FRYE. Tel
fast. R D. 2
101*103
Minuet In O.
Friendship, for permission to build a bridge from the end of the
Beethoven
1366. Water St., lower end Main 8t
strong to make the session an write about alcohol.
Evangeline Lunn. Jefferson
Town road at Lawry, to Timber Point Island.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
________________________________ 102-104
The Psychiatrist’s View.
Pansy Faces.
Hopkins
called for and delivered T J.
J ]FLEM------even affair. That was Wooster’s
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will hold a hear
From a Wigwam.
Thompson
SPAN of smart young black hordes
''The depressant effect of alcohol
last bid. other than a brief rally on the brain is the cause of the for sale, gentle GRAND VIEW FARM IINO, 19 Birch St . Tel. 212-W 98* 103-tf
Joan Turner. Washington
ing at the location of the proposed extension, at I o’clock P. M.,
Dance on the Green.
Presser
Tel 5 6. Warren_______________ 101 103
Wednesday, September 4th, to listen to any interested parties,
in the sixth and final heat.
Almeda Bragg. Waldoboro
too numerous automobile accidents
TWO grist mill stones for sale.
“
Larruping"
Lou
wasn't
lacking
Fifth Nocturne.
Leybach
of the present time.” writes Dr. MICHAEL BROOKS. RFD. City
MELVIN LAWRY.
Ida Duet.
Streabbog
for
supporters
in
the
Lime
City.
At
101*103
R. L. THOMPSON,
Robert V. Seliger, Johns Hopkins
Geraldine Lincoln. Washington
least a 100. and probably more, University Medical School.
Golliwogsat Play.
Eckstein i
1940 WILLY8 'j-ton pick up lor sale, to i,et ....... ...... ...................... .......
ALFRED MORTON,
Les Sylphes,
Backmann
equipped with heater and defroster
APARTMENT to let 4 rooms, bath,
made the trip from Bath. The
Selectmen of Town of Friendship.
“Since 1928 . . . the actual num Will sell at a bargain E O PHIL
EASY GUARANTEES THATI Ida Duet.
Streabbog
hot water, large and
most of the Shipping City delega ber of women alcoholics admitted BROOK At SON, 632 Main St.. Tel continuous
Avis Genthner. Waldoboro
Friendship, Aug. 26, 1940.
sunny, unfurnished 25 Grove St TEL
Two vocal selections.
466-W. City
97-tl 94-M____________________________103 tf
tion
were
fellow
workers
of
Lou
at
to mental hospitals (in Maryland)
Mrs Kathleen Crosby. Winslows Mills
POLISHED blsck grsnlte stone for
FURNISHED bou’e to’let at Spruce
the Iron Works and they were has increased from 18 in 1928 to sale.
15x31x20. A. E SNOW. South
near the water front, overlook
flashing plenty of "long green" on 57 in 1938 ... the percentage of Tli o mas ton.____________________ 101 • 103 Head,
ing Muscle Ridge Channel PHILIP M
103 105
the brawny welder, offering even women among all alcoholics admit
LAR(5e double lot of land on busy YOUNG. Tel. 853-14
in city for sale Price right.
OAK St. six-room tenement to 1ft;
money he'd cop a decision and ask ted for the first time has approxi corner
Ideal for service station or garage. bath, furnace *18 mo , including water
ing 1-2 on a knockout. But, while mately doubled ...
•
Write "S W, J." for details, care Cou Also on Orient St five rooms partly
101-103 furnished *3 50 week L. A THURSTON
Butch Wooster Is a popular boy in
"To summarize: Alcohjl is an im rier-Gazette.
his home town and this popularity portant and widely used poison. The condition: solid
P1 oak dining room set. Tel. 1159_________ ______________ 101-103
SIX room tenement to let on Me
had much to do with putting 850 action of alcohol is that of a nar miscellaneous group of books for sale chanic
St . all modern CALL 72 Me
MRS. DANA WRIGHT. 81 North Main chanic St.. Tel, 1090-M or 33 Purely"e
fans into the Park Street Arena cotic. paralyzing control and re St.
101-103 St . Tel 1194W________________ 102*104
last evening, the home towners straint. The real treatment of al
TRELLISES, arbors, fencing, bird
THREE or four-room apartment with
weren't backing their faith in coholics is embodied in society’s at houses for sale: novelties built to or bath
to let. furbished or unfurnished,
der
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Pres heated Newly done Available Sept.
Butch with any pictures of Uncle titude toward drinking: persistent cott^ SRAYES
t
,
City.
______________
100*105
1st.
Call
at 192 Llmerock St. or TEL
and constant education of the effect
George.
101*103
Hard wood per foot, fitted $1 50; 623.
of alcohol on the individual and so Sawed.
*1 40; long. $1 30 M B. ft C O. i___________
FURNfftkEO Apartment to let at 14
ciety is indicated with a teaching PERRY. Tel 487 _________________ 92 tf ! MASONIC ST.. <jfty'
101*103
to parents that a 'practice-what-youSAIL boat for a&le. 18x6', round
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms
bottom,
center-board,
gaff-rlgged;
new

suitable
for
couple;
garage
if
desired
i preach' attitude is most important. ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
C A ENTERY. Tel 430 M._______ 94-t:
'Total abstinence is the goal of all 119 Summer 8t.. rA-y.
69-tf
FOUR-room furnished apt., elec, re
treatment.
”
D
&
H
hard
coal.
egg.
stove,
nut
News Items from all of the Pa
frlgerator automatic heat and ho
Tel. 27

Watch This Space
For Bargains Like This

6 ft Philco
Refrigerator
$129.50

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

WANTED

The Experts Say

T

A PUBLIC HEARING

TO LET

Industry Ready to “Keep ’em Rolling” for Defense

GRANGE CORNER

trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Mrs Nellie Orff, lecturer of Wey
mouth Grange of Thomaston in
company with Mrs. Evelyn Elms and
Mrs. Thelma Wood of Northport
and Mrs. Mary Foster of Rockland,
attended the recent Lecturers' Con
ference held in Burlington. Vt.
There were In attendance 10A) lec
turers from the several New Eng
land States and some of the high
lights of the convention were a
moonlight excursion on Lake
Champlain through the courtesy of
the University of Vermont, a ban
quet for Maine lecturers at the
Paragon, Burlington, an entertain
ment at the City Hall and an AllState banquet whlcTi was attend d
by 700 persons.

Now Only

i.5O

Down

Balance
Monthly

$59.95 Cash

$10 Less Without Pump
This EASY is buill to stand up for
years to come. Those features
that count for ruggedness —
ability to wash clean, fast and
gently year in, year out — are
FULL EASY QUALITY'... idem
tical in construction with the
highest - priced EASY models.
Compare the price... you CAN'T
compare the VALUEI

LOOK WHAT YOU GETI
Big, family size all-white tub.

New Streamlined Super-Safety
Wringer . . . Speedy Washing
Agitator... Lifetime Molor^-

CENTRAJ^MAINE

po*‘try*tGMPANY

Graphic illustration of the way in which one of America's
greatest industries gears its activities with the United
States Army for national defense is found at Little Falls.
Minn., where the greatest peacetime maneuvers in the
history of the country are being held Aug. 3—Aug. 24.
To “keep them rolling,” Chevrolet, one of the largest
suppliers of motor transport equipment to the nation's
armed forces, has set up through one of its dealers, the
Bert Baston Motor Co., of Minneapolis, a complete parts
and service headquarters in the military reservation
at Little Falls. More than $10.0IMI worth of parts is main
tained at this depot, where three service representatives
are on duty 24 hours daily to service Chevrolet equip____
V

men! in use. The 85.000 troops in actual combat maneu
vers will use 1,180 Chevrolet transport units, including
officers' cars, reconnaissance cars, hundreds of trucks
adapted to special uses, and military ambulances.
Upper left in the photo shows army transport crewmen
servicing an ambulance. Upper right is the Chevrolet
parts and service headquarters tent, where service ex
perts are always on duty. Lower left is Lieut.-Col. R. F.
Kossberg, of the Minnesota National Guard Quarter
master Corps. At lower center, an officers’ car used by
the major-general in command of the Little Falls encamp
ment is being serviced. Lower right is an interior view of
the Chevrolet parts tent, showing completeness of stock.

Tuesday with Mrs. Maurice Chad
wick.
Capt. Murley and Clayton Oliver
of Fairhaven. Mass., were here on
a business trip Tuesday and Wed
nesday. They were also in Thom
aston, Rockland and Boothbay
Harbor.

During 1939, tourist expenditures
are estimated to have totaled $5,400,000.

Police Departments.

Police. District of Columbia, con
cerning arrests for intoxication: Fei males arrested for drunkenness in
. 1932 totaled 104, in 1935 totaled 1601,
1 in 1938 totaled 1465.
Police Chief Hohmann and High
way Patrol Chief Cato agree, ac1 cording to the Los Angeles Times,
■that 30 per cent of the fatal auto
accidents are due to drunk drivers
and drunk pedestrians. Chief Hoh
mann says further that "60 per
cent of the police department per
sonnel was engaged in disposition of
intoxicated persons during 1939.”
Doctor of Medicine.

Dr. Harold Aaron of Manhattan
in his new book “Good Health and
Bad Medicine,” as reviewed in Time
Magazine, March 18, 1940:
“Although alcohol is frequently
used as a stimulant, its real effect
is to depress the nervous system
. . . like ether or chloroform.”
(Sponsored by W. C.

T. U.l

READTHE ADS

THE TIMES /

$14 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal water. Tel.
' 313
‘ 3-W. MRS FROST. 92 t
$8 per ton, del Nut slz* New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del.; screened, $10
ton del. M B & C. O. PERRY. £19 )
Main St. Tel. 487
92 tf

Summer Cottages

genuine Gnqraveo

STATIONERY
JLt Th* lowaal Pricaa in Hlstoryl

Visiting Cards
160 paneled cardx, cholc* of

4

sizes and 30 style* of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ (1.6S

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations
On white or Ivory slock—wed

ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelope*, and PLATE IN
CLUDED _______________S8.9S

Social Stationery
Special styles tor men and women.
A choice oi lovely colors, mono
Orams and styles oi engraving,

PLATE INCLUDED___________
S2.25, (3.95 and up.
Business Stationery
600 business cards or HammennlQ
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED, only___________ I79S

The Courier-Gazette

COTTAGES .......................................... .........
COTTAGE to let at Ginn's Point, for
month of Sept For information write
E. F. OJNN. 97 Pitt St . Portland.
______ ______________________ 103-105
COTTAQE for sale. Upper Meguntlcook Lake Four rooms Barg In T.
ANDERSON. 215 Ralnkln St.. Tel
3S5-J.______,
103*105
THRKiiroom cottage for sal", large
garden plot. H. CLINE, Ash Point,
j_______
101*103
COTTAGE to let at Dynamite Peach.
E’ectrtc lights, electric stove. electr(c
ref-tgerator. screened In porch, flush
I toilet. Available Aug. 24. MRS FRED
LINIKEN. Tel 291 -W.___________ 96-tf
COTTAGE aCHolWayBeach to leCby
month or season; lights, spring water;
shore lot Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park
rnr/

MISCELLANEOUS
MAKE money easily! $8.50 first order
15 boxes exclusive copyrighted Christ
mas Cards. 9 other boxes. Free Port
folios 50 for $1 Personals. Stationery.
Request approval sample TERRY STU
DIOS. 217 Westfield. Mass.
103*11
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Ovster
stimulants, tonics in Ostrex tablets
often needed after 40 by bodies lack
ing lroh. calcium, phosphorus, iodine,
Vitamin B-l Get 35c size today. Call,
write Qt H MOOR & CO. and all other
good drug stores.
94*105
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

NORTH HAVEN

VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Page Five
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Every-Other-DaV
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meyers and
two sons of Framingham, Mass.,
were recent guests at the home of
Mrs. Meyer's uncle, C. S. Staples.
Commander MacMillan's lecture
and films were enjoyed by a large
audience Thursday night.
Cornelia Staples, Merlam Staples
and Alberta Wallen of Connecticut
who have been vacationing here
returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Stephen Bray and two chil
dren are in town for a short period.
Mr. Bray is employed at the George
Agassiz estate.
Hubert Grant is a surgical pa
tient at the Baker Memorial Hos
pital in Boston. He was accom
panied there by Mrs. Grant.
Ruth Stone of Philadelphia is
visiting relatives in town.
F. H. Wood of Rockland is sur
veying the land recently bought by
J. H. Amsbury of Boston.

SPEED ARTISTS TO BE AT EXPOSITION

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Munday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester: WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

What Willkie Said
Candidate Should Not Be
Shielded By Office When
Debate Proposed

Wendell Willkie declared today
Miss Florence Gray who has been
guest at Bridgeside returned Fri
In the August issue of Better water and begin again. Pour on that a Presidential candidate should
day to Portland.
Homes and Gardens there was the fresh water so it can be seen among not be “shielded by the dignity of
Miss Anne Donahue has returned
best summing up of what homes the fruit but does not cover it. Cook office,'' when he again proposed
from Rockland where she visited
mean to most of us in these trying
public debates with President
her cousin. Miss Anna Coughlin.
days, and even though this column until fruit is soft, mashing with a
Roosevelt in an article published
potato
masher
during
the
process,
Miss Donahue is leaving soon for
deals mostly, day by day, with the
Somerville, Mass., to resume teach
mechanics of keeping hcuse we like Strain liquid through a jelly bag, in Look magazine. Willkie's aring.
to think occasionally aboutthe I measure, then add a cup of sugar J tide, entitled "I Challenge RocseMr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
philosophy back of these homes for each cup of juice and boil velt On These Issues," contained
Waterville spent Sunday in town.
we're keeping. The editorial told gently until Jelly sheets from side what apnearedto be a
thrust at
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bunker of
of a young father, his livelihood of spoon. Skim and turn Into
_
and future both deeply involved in glasses, cover until Jelly has set and
• d cha technique. The
Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. Riehard
the uncertainties of the day, read- then covet with a thin layer of Republican candidate’s nrtkle for
Merriam of Belfast were guests
ing his paper on the way homeward paraffin.
I loolt said in part•
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
and his spirits sinking lower with Tomato Souffle
i “Voters are entitled to see the
Bunker.
every turn of the wheels ... a recTwo eggs, S cup tcmato pulp, ’-4 man 'ol w*,0,n they are asked to
Prof, and Mrs. Ralph Burns and
crd of crime, accidents, hatred and ' cup milk. 2 tablespoons flour, 2 l vote and to find out for themselves
family of Hanover, N. H. are vteltdishonesties.
I tablepocns Land O' Lakes Butter,' what kind of fellow he is In the
, ing his mother Mrs. William Burns.
free exchange of ideas. Never was
Mrs. Margaret Roscoe has re STONINGTON
Then his wife opened tire door of j
teaspoon salt.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Eaton
turned to Worcester, Mass.
their home, her face alight, the
Make a white sauce of flour, but- there a time when the democratic
Miss Sara Bunker entertained of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. P.
youngsters hugged his legs and in a j ter and milk. Add well beaten egg principle of free and open dis
Wednesday at a lobster dinner: Stuart Jolly of Staten Island, N.
swift moment of perception he yolks, salt and tomato pulp. Fold cussion cf all the Issues was more
understood love ruled this place as in stiffly beaten egg whites and essential.
Political
campaigns
Mr. and Mrs. A. E Libby, Mr., ...»
and Y- who were ca>led here by the
Mrs. 'Joseph Hebdtey Boardman death of their mother Mrs. Lois
:t ruled millions of other homes ... bake in buttered ramekins which have fallen too much into the
Havey of Portland, Miss Marjorie Baton have returned home.
here was a citadel—an'island clta- have been placed In apan of hot stereotyped reading of essays into
INGS of speed on motorcycles, automobiles and the fastest harness horses will vie for honors and
the radio."
Grinley and Mazie Quackenbush of
Mrs Elizabeth Murphy is visiting
del—where decency and love and water, in a moderate oven.
national records on the Eastern States Exposition race track In Springfield, .Mass., the week of
Other hlghspots from Wendell
Ridgewood, N. J., Miss Florence her slstcr Mrs. Ralph Saunders in
qulet
and
the
dignity
of
the
Indi

MENU
Sept. 15 to *21, recognized as one of the country's fastest half mile ovals. Famous motorcycle racers
Wlllkie's Lock article;
Grey of Portland and Joseph Fin- Sedgwick.
vidual rules, while the muddy tor
Kemp's Tomato Juice
will compete on Monday, Sept, Ifl. Harness races will lie Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept.
"A Democratic Uni'y party—I am
nagan of New York.
The new heating plant at the 17, 1M and 10. Champion drivers will pilot roaring cars around the track on Friday and Saturday,
rent of world events swirled on Prepared Cereal with Blackberries
not naming it. but that might be
Mrs
Elizabeth Carlon and school building has been finished
either side ... a place of friendship,
Sept. *20 and 21.
Dropped Eggs
a good name—is being proposed so
daughter Miss Mabel' Carlon who I and accepted.
love and mending rest."
Wheat Toast
the Democrats of the South may
passed the Summtf as gueats of J Walter Prescott of New York is
Isn't that a fine definition of the
Coffee
cast their vote for the Renutll-an
Mr and Mrs Owan Roberts left . visiting old-time friends here and
spirit back of the home you are try
Lunch
candidate without losing their
Saturday for their home in New- at Is*e au Haut.
ing to make and keep reasonably,
•Tomato Souffle
The committee in Appleton for
Democratic identity. Nothing has
ton, Mass.
I Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Boyd of North
a shelter against anxiety for those
Hot
Biscuits
been more gratifying than to see
Friday Night It Will Be
Mrs Ernest Conway was in Newcastle and Mrs. Eva Jennings the raising of funds in the Red
Junior Drum Corps Of
you love? The editorial goes on to
•Beach Plum Jelly
the splendid type of Dcino”rats
Rockland Saturday to meet her of Searsport were recent guests of Cross drive makes these additions
say
when
this
man
faced
the
world
Don
West
Who
Faces
Tetley
Tea
Winslow-Holbrook Post
who are rallying to this cause"
nieces Shirley and Vivian Hatch Mrs. Lillian Eaton,
to the $4 643 69 thus far reported.
again next day he did so with a
Dinner
Bath Man
To Play Next Sunday
"There may be a businessman,
of Portland who will be her guests j Clarence Coombs and Pauline Mrs* Harvey S. Brown, Jr„
heart filled with courage and with G. Washington "Ace" Consomme
big or small, who has confidence
for a week.
I Gross were married Aug. 16 and are
a
mind
balanced
and
sane.
Sauteed
Roast
Beef
Slices
The fight fans will have another
One of the outstanding American
Rockland ............................ $5 00
in the present administration. If
Miss Nathalie Smith has returned o-cupying the John Gross apart
"If American ideals survive, it
Boiled Potatoes
Legion
drum
and
bugle
corps
which
j
opportunity
to see Lou Cooper in
Mikko
Lofman,
Rockland
....
2.00
there is. I do not know him."
ment
at
Oceanvllle.
to North Haven where she has em
will be because homemakers have
•Barbecue Corn
"The English and French fell for
Percy Joyce was home over the
The below are all from Appleton. will participate in the exhibition at j action at the Park Street Arena made them seem precious. If the I
ployment as nurse.
Tossed
Green
Salad
Windsor Fair next Sunday, is that |
ni ht as the Bath ace has
a candystick philosophy of govern
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al weekend. His family accompanied Mrs. Adella Gushee................. 1 00
spirit of decency, tolerance and for- 1
Presto Layer Cake with
of the Winslow-Holbrook Post of L
... . .
. ..
„
ment. To them, society was an
fred Creed a shower patty was giv him to Saybrook. Conn., for
‘Toasted Pecan Filling
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Went
Rockland, which was formed in been obllged t0 accept the challenge bearance survives It will be because |
Infirmary of crying babies to be
women, not only In America, but j
en Thursday night Lor their niece i week's visit
Tetley
Tea
worth ........
2.30 March. 1939, to lead the Knox Coun- of 000 West, who announced his inquieted with soothing syrup. The
Miss Dorothy Cassie by Ethelyn |
everywhere throughout the world i •Recipes given.
1.00 ty delegation at the State Conven- tentlon at the last bout of desiring have nurtured that spirit as they J
thought never occurred to them
Strickland, Ellen Wafeham. Ger Gladys and Ruth returned Satur Mr and Mrs O W ’Currier
that well babies, if fed and left
Mrs
Addle
Hawkes
.........................
50 tion in Bangor.
to meet the winner. His previous nurture their children," Better
trude Vinal and Phyllis Black. day to Worcester, Mass., having
alone, stop crying and learn how to
50
Tt"-0/
<’“.t^ndi"g I".1*,1™ I attempts to contact the hero of the Homes and Gardens says in ending j
Twenty-six were present and Miss been guests of Mrs. Montilieu Mrs Evie Perry __ -...............
live."
Mrs Daniel McIntosh ..................50 all over the State will participate
Cassie received many nice gifts. Grlndle.
Shipyard City were unavailing, but its editorial. "Homemakers should i
In
this
exhibition
on
the
above
date.
"We must have more candor and
A
Friend
50
Miss Margaret Libby, brother
Lunhceon was served.
hold their heads high with pride,
The Winslow-Holbrook unit, by West, with two decisions over Butch
less provocative statements about
50
Mr. and Mrs. R. Lloyd Pobst and Charles Libby and friend who have A Friend
for theirs is the vital duty of the
national affairs. What good does
children Richard and Nancy Lee been in town for the past few Julia Chaples Morse .............. 100 using the old equipment of the Wooster to his credit, has finally day. With food, they set before
abandoned
Post
Corps,
made
Its
first
it do to attempt a colossal bluff
Bert
Mitchell
...........
—
..................
50
been
granted
an
audition.
of Rio Grand, Ohio, were recent weeks have returned to Boston.
their men a cup of courage, with S
about producing 56.000 airplanes
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Miss Elizabeth Creed has re Brown & Sprowl ...........................50 local appearance Memorial Day. It
In making his wlil (or West's) the slumber of the still night, they
25 paraded at the Thomaston annual Cooper has tacked on one codicil—
annually when the nation we try
turned to Philadelphia, Pa., after A Friend
Coles at Shore Acres.
bring mental and spiritual cleans- j
.25 Legion fair; also at the Red Jacket West must reduce his tonnage; in
to impress is the greatest producer
This party enjoyed Thursday at a visit with her sister Mrs. Lafay A Friend
ing . . . they are soldiers who guard
parade in Rockland, Aug. 20: the fact if he weighs more than 190 at
of airplanes In the world?"
Frances
Gushee
.......................
1.00
“Camp Alyosca", Shore Acres: Mrs. ette Smith.
the parapets of civilization, night
.26 4-H Club Day, Oct. 24, and the
"Talk about going back to the
Owen Roberts, Mrs. Everett Libby
Thomas Polk returned to Boston Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall
the ringside Friday night the Bath and day."
days of Harding and Coolidge is
Miss Mabel Carlon. Miss Eliza Pat Wednesday. He was accompanied A. N. Sylvester................................. 50 Armistice Day parade This unit , man will give him the cold and
And there is a tribute we have
Just plain nonsense, because we are
W. H. Miller .................... ..... .50 has been helped by the Knox County haughty stare, and it’s back to the often felt the women who make
terson, Mrs. L. B Dyer, Mrs. Ralph by Carl Nelson.
not (going back to anything."
Entertainment
Club
which
spo
iMiss
Adna
Pitman
.......................
50
town and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P Morse of Wor
dressing room for the point of the homes deserve, but have never seen
"America today is divided Into
;s. Ora W. Jones went Friday cester, Mass., are guests of Mrs, Mrs. Hazel Verrlll...........................25 sored shows for them, and by the compass known as West.
it better expressed.
discordant
units. Mutual respect
Post,
and
through
its
own
efforts
W.CT.U
......................................
200
So sure are the Bath fans how Toasted Pecan Filling
to h#^ cottage in Northport.
Mary Cassie.
and confidence are gone and we
Mrs. Josephine Clark has re Appleton Memorial Assn. . .. 2.00 with tag days.
this fight will eventuate that they
Mr- Orrin Smith who has been
One-half cup brown sugar, 'I
Invite disaster to the only com
May 8 of this year, the Corps per stand ready to wager the Bath Iron teaspoon salt, 2 tablespoons Land
• NEW
guegt of her sisters, Mrs. Emma turned to Ellsworth after a visit Mr and Mrs. Albert Sherman 1.00
pletely free society left In the
Mrs. Ivan Sherman ....................... 50 formed at the local High School and Works against the Snow Shipyard O' Lakes butter, 1 tablespoon water,
Sn/th. Mrs. Jennie Patterson and with Mr. and Mrs. F L. Roberts.
world."
Mrs.
Lucy
Candall
.
.......................
25
attended
the
State
Musical
Festival
•
DELICIOUS
and thrown in the Hyde Windlass 1 egg yolk, slightly beaten, % cup
Mrs Inez Conant returned Satur
Mrs. Edith Vinal. Mrs. Ernest
Macintosh, grandson Mac. Mrs Mrs Ella Perry............................... 25 In Waterville, May 11. During Flag plant by the way of odds.
day to Rockland.
toasted pecans, chopped.
■ How To Relieve ■
• DIFFERENT
Tiie semi-final will bring together
Combine brown sugar, salt, butter
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wilson and Mary Daniels and granddaughter Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Towle...... 1.00 Week June 8-15, it made three local
Perley
D.
Perry
...............
100
appearances
for
the
Elks.
The
Corps
that hard fighting Walter Reynolds and water in top of double boiler,
daughter of South Portland are Susanne O'Donnell were recent
Camden against Battling Hudson and heat until sugar is dissolved.
Through E. & M.’s de
visiting his father Harry Wilson.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Fred Demuth. Jr............................. 25 attended the 6tate Firemen s MusMrs.
Annie
Ripley
....................
100
ter in Hallowell June 20. and led ] oj Bath. in what will be a hard Pour over egg yolk and return to
Mrs. Enna Vinal Gilles of North Gillis in North Haven.
licious Vanilla Ice Cream
FUNCTIONAL
Mazie Quackenbush and Marjorie Edison Mitchell .............................. 25 the Rockland fliremen. On Aug. 7 fought battle from bell to bell,
double boiler. Cook until thick
Haven is guest of her mother Mrs.
nexj bout is Young Coony of ened stirring constantly. Cool and
Edith Vinal.
Grimley who have been at "Rock Mrs. Juanita Martin ...................... 25 the Corps escorted the firemen at
we force under pressure
Beth vs. Lister Staples of Rockland add the toasted pecans. Use as
Mr. and Mrs. George Swears re Edge'' for the Summer returned Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Mink ....... 1.00 the Rockport Regatta.
Mrs. Inla Ilnd......... ..... ..............25
This Junior Legion unit, sponjor gtapleg. staples filling for Presto layer cake. Makes
turned Saturday from Portland.
Friday to Ridgewood. N. J.
Ribbons of Chocolate,
Few women today do
Recent arrivals at ’The Moors''
Misses Lou Young and Ethel Tur Mrs. Emma Clark .................... 1.00 sored by the Winslow-Holbrook Post. ,ias been after a fight with the R enough filling for two 8-inch layers.
L not have some sign of
Laurln
Clarak
.........................
1.00
is
composed
of
25
members,
the
A. C. for several weeks and Is now Barbecue Corn
were Misses Helen and Marion ner arrived Friday from Rockland
Strawberry
or
'functional trouble.
. Maybe you've noticed
Husk six ears of corn, wrap each
Service, Willis Service of Detroit.
Union Church Circle will serve Ruth Arrington .............................. 25 officers of the organization being: given his chance.
'YOURSELF getting
Pineapple
Happy Skinner, the boy who al ear with slice of lean bacon, secur
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bal- supper Thursday at 5.30 at the Mrs. Inez Arrington .................. 25 Jack Wood, manager; Arthur Brew
restless, moody and
Maud
Whitney
................................
50
nervous lately. Then
er,
assistant
manager;
Vance
Nor

ways smiles, will meet Kid Murphy ing It with toothpicks. Broil the
ler.tine. Dr. Robert Ballentlne. New vestry.
try famous Lydia E.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Wil

ton, Jr., secretary: James Hayes, of Bath. One other good bout will corn very slowly, turning frequently
Pin It ham's Vegetable
Jersey and Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr and Mrs. Merle Hutchins,
Ask
your
dealer
for
it
liams
_________
™
___
__
1.00
Compound
to
help quiet unstrung
treasurer
and
drum
major;
Gloria
open
the
show
at
9
o
’
clock
sharp.
until the bacon is crisp.
Parker, Oarden City, N. J.
son Richard and daughter Jane of
nerves, relieve monthly pain
Today
(cramps, backache, headache I and
Beach Plum Jelly
Mrs. Jack Carlson and daughter Rockland, arrived Saturday and Mrs. Mary Fuller ....................... 50 Ristaino. majorette and Mike Risweak, nervous, dizzy spells due to
.25 taino, drill master.
Wash beach plums that are red
Priscilla, have returned from Thom are guests of Mrs. Hutchins' par A Friend ...... „........
functional disorders, pinkham's
Lucy
Moody
........
50
Augutus
B
Huntley
is
State
con

Compound
has helped thousands of
(not
ripe),
pick
over
and
place
in
aston.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigan.
rundown, nervous women to go
A
Friend
...................................
LOO
test
chairman
of
the
American
a kettle. Cover with water, heat to
Miss Charlotte Dyer who has
smiling thru "difficult tunes." Try ttl,
Abner Orant....................................40 Legion.
scalding, pour off and discard this,
been guest of relatives in town re
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Pitman
turned Saturday to Thomaston.
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Holloway,
Pitman .........................
1.00
who passed the Summer in town
Mr. and Mrs. L. N Moody..... 1 00
Patriotism plus from Decca
with her father Edward Carver
left Sunday for New Haven, Conn, Without Calomel — And You’ll Jump Out oi Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Moody..... LOO records this week with "God Bless
L. F. Stover .............................. LOO America'' sung by Bing Crosby and
where Mr. Holloway will resume
Bed in the Morning Rtrin’ to Go
George Fowles ......................... LOO accompanied by John Scott Trotter
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile Juice
his studies at Yale College.
your bowels every day. If this bile is
Catherine Fuller ..................... LOO and his orchestra. This is one of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks. Into
sot flowing freely, your food may not di
Lois E. Freeman............................ 25 the finest arrangements and vocalrest.
It
may
just
decay
In
the
bowels.
Then
daughter Patricia and Mrs. Emma
gas bloats up your stomach. You get con
Mills, who have been guests of Mr. stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world Thurman Fogg ............................... 25 ations of this piece out. Also from
Harlan Simmons............................ 50 Decca comes another patriotic num
and Mrs. Andrew Johnson returned looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salo .... LOO ber. This is in two parts and
today to Weymouth, Mass.
Liver Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flow,
Dr. Flagg and family have re irz freely to make you feel “up and up.” Mr. and Mrs. Karl Johnson .. LOO comes in an attractive album. The
,e£Lt
Get a package today. Take as directed.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Gurney .... LOO piece is a "Ballad for Americans."
turned to New York.
Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
A party of 19 enjoyed a trip to for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10< and 25$. Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee LOO This is more of a novelty number
Mr. and Mrs. R H. Paul............... 75 but It is fine work by Bing Crosby
Matlnicus Friday In Capt. Edward
Almond Gushee.............................. 25 and the Ken Darby Singers.
Robinson's motor boat.
Mrs. Grace Brown ................. 1.00
POSITION WANTED
"When Day Is Done" by Jack
Supt. George Braddon and fam
Fulton is also a Decca recording
ily, have returned from Thomas Experienced Bookkeeper or
Total to date ................$4 693 34 and it gives this piece new life. The WENDY BARRIE’S name Is rem
ton.
General Office Work
disc is slightly swing but this only iniscent of "Peter Pan” and Its au
Donald Patterson arrived Friday
Tel. 837-6
enhances the charm of it as Jack thor, and with reason . . . her
from Buffalo, N. Y.
Best of References
BOSTON TAILORING CO. vocalizes. As a final from Decca, father, Francis Charles Jenkin.
Walter Hopkins and daughters
Ladies* or Men's Clothing Dry
Dick Robertson presents "111 Never noted British lawyer, was a friend
Cleanrd. Pressed, Repaired, Altered Smile Again." This piece Is bound of Sir James Barrie, named his in
Special Pants Made to Order
to be another favorite disc.
fant daughter after the latter’a be
All Work Guaranteed
Columbia recordings new records, loved fictional character. The novBUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
475 Main Street.
Rockland, Me.
Okeh recordings, have done "May ellst, moreover, was her godfather
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
(Salvation .Army Building)
be" with Oene Krupa and Irene and, when she launched on a screen
Very Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Taken in Trade
Dayc. As Irene swings out the career, granted her request to as
Harold B. Kalcr, local representative, Washington
vocalizes. As a final from Decca, sume his name professionally. When
still only an infant in arms, Wendy
98-tf
New Under-arm
Every DAY, every NIGHT, it shows
melody in his inimitable style.
Tommy Tucker has Just done was taken to Hong Kong, where her
Cream Deodorant 'Will Ya . Huh" (Gimme a Little fatbsr's business Interests then cen
you’re against "SCREWDRIVERS0 and "SCREWJAYS //
Kiss), for Vocalion (Columbia) tered. Later she was sent to Lo~safely
don convents, then to a girls' school
records. This Is a new novelty
Stops Perspiration number but it is very good. Also at Lausanne, Switzerland. During
'C' VER YWHERE you drive, you sec Your help is needed, too. See your
her formative years, Wendy became
members of the Share-the Road Slit 11 dealer today. He'll gladly enroll
from Vocalion comes "Blue Love a Rover Girl, traveling back and
(Eastern Standard Time)
Club. Literally millions upon millions you in this public-spirited move
bird” with Frankie Masters and forth between school and home
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
the boys. Marion Francis presents (which kept moving around the ori
of motorists have joined this nation ment and put the new 1940 DaySTEAMER NORTH HAVEN
the vocal refrain on this swell ent). She belted the world seven
wide crusade to cut today’s Stop- and-Night Share-the-Road Emblem
piece from “Lillian Russell."
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
and-Go driving 35% by curbing on your car FREE. The flags, in
times and lived variously not only
Kate Smith brings ' Make-Believe at Hong Kong, but also in Tokyo,
Read Down
“Screwdrivers” and their brother sea talk, mean “I’ll give way.” On
Island" on Columbia red-seal Singapore, Rangoon, Calcutta, Ma
Dally
Dally
pests —those heedless pedestrians, your car they mean "I Share the
Except
8un.
Except
Sun.
records. This is accompanied by dras and the Indian hill stations.
“Screwjays.”
Road.”
Sun.
Only
Run.
Only
Jack Miller and is a grand arrange- while lunching at the Savoy In
AJW.P.M.A.M.
A.M.F.M.F.M.
ment of this new piece. “On the London in 1932, Wendy was ap
1. Does not rot dresses, does
4.30 2.15 8.00
Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.557.00 5.35
THIS DAY-AND-NIGHT SHARE-THE-ROAD EMBLEM
Isle of May" is presented by the proached by Alexander Korda. Thf
not irritate skin.
5 40 3.30 9.101 Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
old professor himself. Kay Kyser noted moviemaker, spotting hei
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON.
Ar, | 9.50 5.00 3.25
FREE AT THESE SHELL dealers
right after shaving.
7.50,
jll.30] Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Lv. | 8.45|l,15
swings out this disc in his usual fresh beauty, offered a screen test
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Read Up
Rockland
A. C. Grover,
Damariscotta Garage, Damariscotta
style.
Finally from Columbia. 1 she made good and appeared li
fot 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
Barry Wood vocalizes on "God some eighteen British films, Includ
Rockland
Hope
Laurence Miller,
Quincy Peabody,
from perspiration.
VINALHAVEN LINE
Bless America." He is accompanied Ing "The Private Life of Henry the
4. Apure,white,greaseless.stain, Rockland
Sea
View
Garage,
Inc.
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Dean
&
Eugley,
Lincolnville
Ctr.
by a choir but the arrangement of Eighth,” in the next two years
less vanishing cream.
Read Down
Rockland
Waldoboro
W’alter Tolman,
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Harold Ralph,
this piece is not as good as the in 1934, Hollywood beckoned and
Dally
. ►,
Daily ,
Approval Seal of the American
Wendy went west. The majority ot
Decca-Crosby sung version.
Except “•=
Rockport
Thomaston
Except -J's Dally eFrank
Johnson,
Thomaston
Garage,
Institute of Laundering for
Sat. A
Dally
Sat. & v> § Except
her pictures have been made under
Two
novelty
numbers
from
Col

Run.
being harmless to fabrics.
Sea View Filling Station,
Camden
Miller’s Service Station, Thomaston
Sun.
Sun.
umbia which deserve mention are the aegis of RKO Radio, currently
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M A.M.
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
Camden
co-ntarring
her
v
ith
Gene
Raymond
Rockland
Day
View
Garage,
Inc,,
M.
A.
Sprowl,
“
Who's
Yehoodl"
with
Jerry
ColonAr. [9.45:11.45i5.30
5.00 *8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
have been sold. Try * jar today I
na and Six Hits and a Miss and in “Cross Country Romance". FiveSouth Hope
I
I
I
Rockland
George Jacobs,
Francis Dyer,
9.05
|
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
the “St. Louis Blues" swung out five, weight 110, she has blue eyes,
Lv. 18.30110.364.15
6.15110.00 3.30 9.15| Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Union
Rockland
Edwin
Kenrick,
L
F.
Barker
,
light
brown
hair,
is
modest,
fiemoby Kay Kyser. These are good
Read Up
Washington
Rockland
Don Perry,
Charles Bowman,
At all etore* m-I line toilet
novelty numbers if anyone cares cratlc, an ardent sportswoman, pre
• New York train connection Saturday only.
39^.)«
•ndf
ferring tenals, horses and skating.
78-tf
for this type of piece.
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that loss was obliterated entirely
whenever the weird "wife'' Feme
Jones held the boards, for her ut
ter lunacy struck terror with a
««««
««««
Pine Tree Stagers Try
Articles Of Local Manu
realism
more definite than pleas
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
LOA G CHAMPNWT
Their Hand At Heavier
facture On Display At
ant. It takes brains to look so
Correspondent
Correspondent
brainless.
Drama—And Succeed
A. S. Prince Store
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ftft
Possibly the "Mac" in the name
A dip into heavier of Dorothy MacNeil accounts for
The Chamber of Commerce is
Tel. 190
TeL
drama was indulged her ability to supply the naturalissponsoring Camden Products Week
Friday night by The tis Scotch burr in the maid part
Mrs. Zelma Dwinal and Mrs.
Franklin Hoffses of Cambridge. from Aug 26 to Aug. 31. The pub
Pine Tree Stagers who which she managed so adequately.
Mass., and Mrs. Lillian Neuberger ic is invited to see articles manu- Veda Brcwn, in company with
were comfortably with Thomas Roach also achieved a conand James Longhurst of Bath .'actured in Camden, which are on friends from Rockland were visitin their depths in s,stent accent, which sounded like
were guests Thursday and Friday display at the A. S. Prince store, ors the past week in Portland,
floating "The
Kind Irish; while casting of his "wife,’'
Mrs Theresa Dow returned Sunof Mr. and Mrs. Levi Copeland, ind to visit the offices and plants
an intricate tangle by Ed Rose Myers was something of an
Lady.
having come here to attend the of the manufacturers.
'day to Washington after spending
ward Chodorov. adapted from a achievement too, her flat tonal ver
Hoffses Reunion.
Merchants co-operating in this two wceks wjth her mother, Mrs,
Hugh Walpole short story. Except biage being in direct keeping with
Donald Eek arrived Friday from urogram are J. A. Brewster sport Fannle ott.
for an occasional cue mistroke. the I the Cockney character. Ruth ComBoston to spend two weeks' vaca garments.
snow suits, custom
Rey and Mrs Q y
left
three-act stretch was navigated in ; stock, (heir "daughter," specialized
tion with his mother. Mrs. Geneva horts; Camden Textile Corp smtlor R
N. H
top form and the seats at Thom in pantomime, and without even
Eek. and aunt. Miss Leila Clark ngs; Hughes Woolen Mill suitings;
the week
aston's Watts hall were on the a word spoken, claimed consider
He was accompanied by Miss Edna Knox Woolen Co., blankets, n.cthe Oenera, Confer<.nce
verge of being required to balance able attention.
Hodgson and Hugh McEwan, both -hanical felts; Leadbecter's Ma" of New England Fellowship. They
their occupants on the tipmost
Frances Mains and Edna Well
of Boston, who were his weekend •hine Shop, lobster pot hauling
will return Saturday.
edges, so acutely was suspense ington gave those neatly turned
guests.
sear; A. P. Lord, sails, awnings,
Mrs. Effie Salisbury and Mrs. E.
maintained.
touches of intermediate action on
Harry Hamilton, daughter Virginia ents, flags; Nancy Ellen Frocks..
_
.
_ .
....
, A. Champney, who were called to
An elasticity of interpretation which smooth play running so
of Cambridge. Mass., are guests of nc. Brewster Factory, childrens
nidgy by thf sudden
permitted the audience to partici- heavily depends. Wellington SmJh
his aunt, Mrs. Oliver Hahn, and dresses, infants wear; Seatright
death cf their ten-year-oid nephew.
pate with their cwn ideas and in i Harry Eaton and Rand Smith
Mr. Hahn, this week.
Woven Pelt Co., blankets, mechani Edward Greenlaw, son of Mr. and
a measure, to write their own : were on for brief periods, filling
Eugene Henry, of Oak Park. Ill. cal felts; Stevenson's Candy, he me
Mrs. Benjamin Greenlaw, returned
tickets to the solution. Quietly their niches without a hitch,
who has been passing two weeks nade chocolates, caramels, fudges,
home Sunday night, accompanied
projected through scene after j Alas! and alack! that Friday bids
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John tandies of all kinds; and Tibbetts
by Mr. Champney and Frank L.
scene of subdued tragedy, the adieu to The Pine Tree Stagers for
Hewett, entertained Thursday at Laboratories Raymond W. Tibbetts,
Salisbury,
who were there Sunday
story carried on its sinister aspect this season, but if go they must
Rockledge Inn. His guests were microphones, hearing aids.
to attend the funeral services.
to the very drop of the curtain, then in glory will be their deMr. and Mrs. Charles Creighton.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robart,
continulng afterward through the parture. for their farewell perfor
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton.
Mrs. Charles Irving and James
aisles and stairway of the hall as mance is from the premier playMrs. Ruth Creighton, Miss Eliza
Irving of Newtcn. Mass, were
the public pursued its possibilities i wright Noel Coward's "Tonight at
beth Creighton. Miss Lois Creigh
weekend guests at the home of Mrs.
8 30' and “Lonesome-Like" by
___________
in
vehement conjecture.
ton, Malcolm Creighton. Myles
ftftftft
Minnie Crozier.
Imposed upon to the point of Harold Brigham. It has been the
Weston and Harold Littrell.
A familiar scene on the Boothbay Harbor waterfront. Thousands have trod that gangplank.
JUNE COTE
Mrs. Angie Ryder of Lewis'on
criminality, the title rolist had the : discerning policy of the director
Mr. and Mrs. Percy C. Williams
—Photo by Alton Hall Blackington.
passed the weekend at the home of
Correspondent
very deuce of a time extricating 1 to present here nothing but the
and daughter. Jean, left yesterday
Mr and Mrs C. L. Veazie.
ftftftft
herself from a situation originating best. a practice rewarded by an infor a vacation trip to Vermont and
Miss Barbara Richardson went to
in her own mistaken "kindness." I creasing attendance weekly. An
Canada. They were accompanied
Tel. 713
Portland Sunday to visit her father
by Mrs. Lila Williams of Waldo
Mary Herries, an art collector of extra octave in worth has been re
who is a surgical patient at the
boro.
means, suffered from a pronounced served as the finale.
Mrs. Otis F. Clapp of Revere, Maine General Hospital. She was
—By Kay
Fish and Gamers Enjoy
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beattie
case of tender-heartedness, a vir
Mass., was weekend guest of her accompanied by Mrs. Marguerite
and children and Mrs. Harold
tue immediately detected by a
Every
Minute
Of
Their
son and daughter-in-law Mr. and Johnson of Rockland, they being
Johnson of Los Angeles are spend
chance tramp who proceeded to
Annual Outing
Mrs. Walter Davis. Lincolnville Joined in Auburn by Ernest John
ing the week at Miss Leila Clark's
cash in on the fact with diabolical
Beach. She was accompanied by son. who returned with them for a
The third annual outing of Knox
cottage at Gay's Island.
cleverness.
her nephew. Robert Hammond.
short visit at his home.
County Fish and Game Association
Leslie Clark and Miss Hope Far
Out of the blue appeared his
The Methodist Ladies Aid So
Mrs Marshall Reed and daugh was successfully held Sunday at
rington were guests Sunday of Mrs.
wife and child, the former ill. What
ciety will meet Wednesday at the ter Dorothy of Roxbury. Roger Og Vinal Point. Cushing, ideal spot
FAMILY
Lucy Clark.
to do but take them In? Next, a
vestry for an all day session. A den of Springvale and MTs John for a gathering of Its kind, which
The Samoset Indians ended their (innings); Samoset 8. Nine Red Aces ( trio of their "friends” arrived on
Capt. George Snow, of Miami.
picnic
luncheon
will
be
served
at
baseball---------season by —
defeating the 7 (10 Innings Samoset 1. Belfast j the
an(j thereafter the kind
, , . ..
, .
.
, . R*011 »nd son John Francis of was attended by 200 including the -----------REUNIONS
Fla., passed the weekend with Mr.
Red Men 0.
^mlmlJr,te”<*m
™
(amllles and ^“ts
the Belfast Red Men 1 to 0.
and Mrs. Guy Lermond.
lady was virtually a prisoner in
Batting Averages
members
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams j tne members arc lnxitcci. Tnose . \jrs Minnie Weed
I her own home while the mounteKinney of the Indians and WebWilev ACO* ru„..
...
oote.
334;' '........
Annis.
bank_s fleeced her art possessions
have returned to Oakland Beach. not solicited for food are asked to { The combined choirs of the MethOnly one mishap occurred in the ber of the Red Men pitched a great 9ao
.
_'
...
'
—
"I'
'
“"27.’
of ball K nnev allowing five “89,
m th' “6‘' Simmons. .258, un<jer a trumped-up charge of the
R. I., after a visit with Mr. and j contribute to the luncheon. There odist Church will present an enter- races, when Frank Hill of St. vame
w
will be a quilting.
, tairunent of vocal solos, trio and | George and Melrose. Mass., in un- game oi bail. Kinney allowing nse Crockett 250. Watt 242. Kinney,1 owner's mental incapacity.
Mrs. Charles Smith.
How
hits, two bases on balls, and striking
All Baptist Ladies' Circle mem- j Miss Mary Barnes of Lynn. Mass., j quartet numbers, as we’.l as lnstru- , shipping an oar In the rowing race out seven; Webber allowing seven .192; Gahan. .161.
the rescue was to be effected kept
bers who have been solicited for | Is visiting her parents Mr. and mental numbers Friday night at | after he had crossed the finish hits, one base on balls, and striking Comments On The Players
every mind on tenterhooks—busy
Mrs. Arthur Barnes.
Wiley—A great shortstop and mind, indeed, as it admired the
the church. The proceeds will go line in second place, fell over board. ( out six
the sale Wednesday are asked to
The annual meeting of the Me- to the church for the advancement Albert Elliot, winner of the race,
hitter.
get the articles in as soon as pos
Wiley's two-base hits, Smith's, Foote—Better catcher than first- actors' work, the old English set
gunticook Lake Anglers Club will of its work.
sible.
went to his rescue, but Mr. Hill
ting. and Director Ernest Law
other ? I
and StaP‘eS' err°r Pr°*i base man Good hitter,
be held Friday night at the Snow
Mtss Frances Gardiner and Mrs swam ashore instead,
Eugene Henry and Harold Lit
Johnson's wisdom in never "play MANK FAMILY
vruier riUCed the only run of the game.
Bowl
at
Hosmer's
Pond.
A
shore
TheTesa
Aylward
of
Quincy.
Mass
.
Annis
—
Plaved
ball
for
the
team
trell. who were guests at the home
places in the rowing race were
ing down" to his house.
The 26th annual reunion of the
Wiley.
Fletcher
and
Webber
were
and
hit
when
needed
of Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett, have supper will be served at 6 30 o clock were dinner guests Thursday night I Third to Robert Blackman of Rock the heavy hitters, each getting two
That graduate of the Charm Mank Family will be held in Maple
Moving pictures will be shown by of Mrs Delora Morrill
Smith—Plays ball every minute of School. Jean Manville, was again Grange, hall. Waldoboro. Wednesreturned to Chicago.
land and fourth to H. A. Harrjs for three.
Director Joseph Stickney.
| Mrs
of Malden
the game.
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Clark and
of Tenant's Harbor, known as "Mr.
the conductor of enchantment, day. Aug. 28. Unless solicited takfrf
Gahan's catch of Dorr’s fly in
David Montgomery son of Mr Masj, k vis,ting at the home of Willkie'.
Simmons—Did a swell job catch “the kind lady in person. In a pastries <or sweets).
guests Mr. and Mrs. John Ratten*
■
deep
Centerfield
was
the
outstanding
Florence A. FlandersArf:.
bury of New York City, passed the and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery. I Mrs Mabel Withee
Winners of the outboard motor- i fielding play of the day. The scores; ing. Oood hitter.
community which laments the abhas returned from Medomak Camp, j Mrs Ralph Buzzell was weekend
Crockett
—
Oood
fielder
and
hitter.
weekend in Bar Harbor and on re
boat race were: First to Dudley
, sence ol its own leading lady.
102-103
visitor at the home cf her mother. Rockwell of Boston and Cushing, Samoset
Watt-Much improved over last | Adelyn Bushnell the void had ad.
turn Sunday were accompanied Washington.
ab
r
bh
po
a
Miss Margaret Binr.s and Ran- Mrs. John Vose in Portland. She second to Frank Hill of Melrose.
year. Hiting good.
j mirable infiltration from this com- CARROLL-NORWOOD FAMILKS
from Franklin by Miss Marie Clark
' Watt. If
____ 4 0 2 0
The annual reunion of the CttbS
Kinney A swell pitcher; pitched petent actress to whom it was a
returning home after spending a dolph Binns of Holdcroft. Va.. are macje the trip with Mr. Buzzell who Mass., and St. George, third to
Annis. 3b ........... 3 0 0 0
visiting their aunt. Mrs. William continued cn to Portsmouth, N.
one no hit, no run, game.
j joy
listen and a pleasure to be- roll-Norwood families will be hehA
week with Miss Jean Estey there.
Clifford Marshall of Rockland. Foote, lb
4 0 0 11
Bassick.
Gahan—A great fielder; no hitter. hold A fresh 5prig of laurel was at the home of T. J. Carroll, East
H„ to spend Saturday night with Though no money was passed. A. Wilev. n
Miss Emily Young and guest,
3 12
1
The
Willis
Monroe
property
on
Healy—Official grounds keeper. lmplanted on thc Maxwell Eaton Warren Saturday, Aug. 31. AU
Miss Caroline Miller returned Sat
his cousin. Coni Howard A. Tri- : C Hocking of St. George proffered
8mith. Jb ......... 10 0
Many thanks.
j brow for a magnificent non relatives and friends are cordially
urday to Noroton Heights, Conn., Harden avenue has been sold to bou. Medical Corps. U S N
cash prizes to the first two. $100 Kinney, p ............ 4 0 0
The team thanks the many guests chalance. Whether or not it was invitdafter a visit with Miss Youngs Fred W. Hastings.
Rev. and Mrs Philip C. Hughey,j to the winner, $50 to second place
Crockett, rf ........ 3 0 1
G. Benton Heald of Philadelphia, (laughter Ruth and son Calvin, with 1 and an ear of corn to the third.
Mrs. A. T. Carroll. Sec.
for making the season a success quite proper, it was wither or no
parents Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young.
Simmcns. c ........ 3 0 1
has
been
recent
guest
of
relatives
102-103
financially.
quite
funny
—
his
rich
mimicry
of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Simmons and
Mr. Hughey's mother, enroute from
An exhibition in archery was put
2
0 01
in town.
Allegash to their home in New York 1 on by Charles Hall of Roselle. N. | Gahan, cf ..... ..... 3 0 1
Mrs. George Becker of Saugus.
the
National
Chief
—
and
true
ar

Edward T McCabe. 79. a resident City, will arrive today for a brief J.. Richard Huber of Mechanics- : Mackie, 3b . ..... 1 0 0 0 0 1. UNION
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Eben Bow
tistry deserves its laugh; even a ROCKPORT
—
—
— —
of
this town for the past 17 years, visit at the home of Mr. and Mrs. burgh. Penn.. W B. D. Gray and
Carl McCrillis of Palmyra and Democrat in the audience was seen
man of Portland, were weekend
Miss Necia Jellison of Freeport is
29 1 7 27 18 2, Rockland has been guest of his
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis died Sunday morning. He is sur William Whitney, leaving Wednes- Ray Sprowl of Thomaston. Santo smile, rather wryly but uncon- visiting at the Snow cottage, BalBelfast
vived
by
two
daughters.
Mrs.
mother Mrs. A. E. Ames.
day to continue their hemeward | ford Delano and Ernest Crle of
at their cottage at Owl's Head.
troUably. F. D. R. himself (God lard Park for several days.
ab r bh PO a e
Mrs. Walter Hill and daughter Save the President!) would probi Rockland.
»
Miss Harriet Rose of Dorchester, Myrtle Hudson of Patten and Mrs. trip.
Drs. H N. and P. B. Sisco are
j
Smith,
2b
.....
...... 4 0 0 3 2 ol who have been visiting friends
Mass., is visiting her cousin, Mrs. Hazel Linnell of Auburn and two
ably have laughed uproariously.
j leaving today for Baltimore after
Mtss Dorothy Harvey of Lynn, i George Wallace of Walpole.
| Fletcher. 3b __ 3 0 3 5 1 0 here returned Monday to Ludlow,
brothers.
Robert
McCabe
of
Ban

Mabel Creighton, this week.
Mass., was recent guest at the home Mass., who led a community sing
Addison Powell was the velvety .-■'pending two months at their Sumi Gibbs. If ...
4 0 • 0 0 A Mass.
gor and George McCabe of Hermon.
Mabel Creifhton, this week
< f Mrs. Delora Morrill.
successfully, also sang a number
villain.
faultless in manner, cor- mer home on Amesbury Hill. Dr.
4 0 0
0 cl Rev. Mr. Colby of Gardiner oc
! Dorr, cf ........
Mrs Orrin Creamer has returned Services were held from the Good
Mr. and Mrs Everett Libby and I of the Sir Harry Lauder selections, | Cilley. lb
rectly cast. If he was at a loss H. N. Sisco, who is in the Departfuneral home this morning. Rev.
..... 3 0 0 7 0 ol cupied the Methodist pulpit Sun
home after sppending the past two
daughter Katherine of Manchester. I Clams in rock weed, roasted corn
for words occasionally,' as any men! of the Interior Medical ServWeston P. Holman officiating. N H are spending a vacation at jand weiners. were provided for McGuire, .ss ... ...... 3 0 0 1 1 1 day and delivered an inspiring
months at Pleasant Point.
crook might be, consciousness of ice will be retired In December.
Burial will be in Palermo.
| Stables, c ..... ..... 3 0 0 6 1
message. Mrs. Colby and daughter
Mrs. Bernice Hogan, son Charles,
I lunch.
their camp on Amesbury street.
0 sang two beautiful selections which
Parker
Stone
has
returned
from
Bragden.
rf
..
0
1
0
0
......
3
and guest Miss Vera Casher, who
The various committees who had
George Snow of Coral Gables.
Glenolden, Pa., after a visit with
Webber, p. ...... 3 0 i 0 9 0 were greatly enjoyed.
have been visiting Mrs. Harriet
Fla , is visiting his mother, Mrs. I charge Of the outing, and to whom
his daughter and son-in-law Mr.
Mrs. Lula Lovqjoy visited her
Whitney are leaving today to re
Fred Snow and sister. Miss Freda much credit for its success is due,
and Mrs. Gilbert Laite.
30 0 5 24 14
father Eugene Butler in Appleton
turn to St. Petersburg. Fla., via
Snow, at their cottage at Ballard , wcre: Arrangements. Witts
Samoset ....... 01000000x -1 Wednesday. Mr. Butler is very ill.
W O. McAuley and daughter.
Nassau.
Park.
Vinal. chairman. Albert Sllngsby,
Mrs. C. M. Spruce, are passing a
Belfa :
00000000 0—0
Callers Sunday at the Bryant
Mrs. Charles Shorey, Miss Lena
Mrs. Cavis Darbe of Merrimac, Richard O. Elliot. Charles Shorev,
few days in Jonesport and Bar Har
Left
on
bases,
Samoset 8 Belfast borne were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Shorey and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot bor.
Mass and Miss Elnore C. Darbe of . Percy Studley, Alvah Harris. A. C.
4 Two base hits, Wiley, Gahan Drummond, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Wil
returned last night from a two-day
Newton Junction, Mass., are at the ' Hocking. William Stevens, Silas I
Miss Carol Bixby of Waltham is
Fletcher. Base on balls, off Kinney liam Keile of L. I., New York, Mr.
trip to Mooselucmeguntic and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry Watts- Clinton Bowley. Willis Wilguest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Beau
2, off Webber 1 Struck out, by Kin- and Mrs Carj Norton of ManchesRangeley Lakes.
for an extended visit. Clarence’ son' Ernest Crie, Albert Elliot;
lieu at Lake City.
Darbe and Miss Hermaline Bodwell j clams and rock weed. A. C. Hock- ney 7. by Webber 6 Double plays, ter Mrs. Edwina Thurston of PortWilliam T. Smith, Jr., and a fra
Miss Ruth Stone of Glenolden.
Smith 'o Foote; Cilley to Smith. land. W. S. Counce of West Rock
ternity brother. Chester A. Foss of Pa., Is visiting her sister. Mrs. Gil of Merrimac. Mass., were overnighti in®: collections, Clinton Bowley,
guests Friday at the Berry home.
Harold Dana, Elbert Starrett; soft Umpires. Mealey and Levigne. port and Mr. and Mrs. Dennis L.
Englewood, N. J., have returned bert Laite.
Wilson of Orrs Island.
from a week's motor trip through
Mrs. Nora Porter of Boston Is drlbks, Edward Dornan; bouncer, Scorer. Mrs. M. Foote.
Warner Brothers presents a new
Summary Ol Schedule
Inez M. Butler of Rockport was
the Canadian Provinces and the chapter in film achievement from visiting at the home of Mrs Carrie Arthur McDonald; program P P.
Samoset 6. Thomaston 9; Samo at her home here during the fair.
Achorn for several days.
I Bicknell. Walter Conley and A. C.
Oaspe Peninsula.
the matchless pages of the brilliant
set 16, Belfast Easterns 0; Samoset
Robert Clark who boards with
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan W. French
Miss Patricia Wall is spending a J Hocking; tickets. E T. Dornan;
best-seller, "All This and Heaven
3. Belfast Red Men 6; Samoset 13, the Bryants has been spending a
Jr., (Katherine Creighton) were in
week with Miss Beverly Grant in | committee on corn. Willis Vinal.
Too," with Bette Davis and Charles
Thomaston 2; Samoset 4. Bath Clip- few days at his old home with relatown Sunday, coming from Harps- Boyer bringing to life every excit Saco.
The
final
concert
of
the
'
prr?rwn
wlU
featurc
f
-°m
pers 13; Samoset 4. Rockland 4 (11 tives from New York.
well where they have a cottage for ing work of the story. This film
«,iii h, v, u
.
oummer the Summer colony.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------this month.
will play at the Comique Theatre
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A Bowman of on Wednesday. Thursday and Fri S rFj
Melrose, Mass., stayed overnight day.
ceeas to be added to the Rockport
.
... ,,
j I ward returned to their home in
Saturday with Mrs. Bowman's sister
Mrs.
Walter
D.
Thurston
and
... .......... ........ ~ -----------Quincy Mass, after spending two
Mrs. Margaret Stewart. They were daughter
Sandra have returned
b\Mre
with relatives and friends in
returning from a short visit with from a ten-day trip to Brasua Lake Mary
Curtis Bok. and the | town
Mr. Bowman's relatives in Oakland. Camp, where they have been vislt--------------- 1 Capt. Simon H. Wall, 78, died at
Mrs. William T. Smith and Wil ng Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Thurs- The 7
George Ernest, of “The Jones Family” fame, tells Richard Denning,
finish surface contract has j his home on Pascal avenue Sunday
, co-star in Paramount's “Golden Gloves" that he'd like to be an amaleur
liam T Smith, Jr., went to Old Or :on. They were accompanied home been sub-let to Wyman Simpson of
boxer too. but George's big sister, Jean Cagney, disapproves. A scene from
chard Monday, taking Mr. and jy Mr. and Mrs. Emerton Gross and Augusta, and the smooth, black sur afternoon, following a brief illness.
“Golden Gloves."
Mrs. John Tillson to attend the an Walter Thurston who were their face will be similar to the stretch Funeral services will be held Wed
nesday at 2 o'clock at the Baptist
nual gathering of the Three-Quar weekend guests.
cf main highway between Warren Church. Rev. H. I. Holt officiating.
ter Century Club.
Work was started Monday morn- and Waldoboro. This work, which Interment at Amesbury Hill CemeVisit Lucien K. Green <& Son Ing by contractor W H. Hinman of! has been delayed because of Sum- I tery. He is survived by his widow,
for Furs: Burdell's Dress Shop for Vorth Anson laying the new road , mer traffic through the business j Belle Amesbury Wall, two daughDresses. Complete stocks always through the business section of the tection of the town, is expected to 1 ters Miss Mabel Wall, a teacher at
on hand. New merchandise coming town. The crew is now at work on .be completed before cold weather. Attleboro, Mass., and Miss Hazel
in every day at moderate prices he Union street end of the new I Robert Merchant and Charles Wall of Rockport, and a sister. Mrs.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. tretch which will extend from i Calderwood left this morning for a Anna Trim of Rockport. Obituary
Frank Wiley's to Monument Square. | few days' visit in Boston.
| deferred.
School street. Rockland.—adv.

THOMASTON

Camden Products

ROCKPORT

The Kind Lady

In A Neighboring County

CAMDEN

’Twas A Jolly Day

WOUND UP WITH VICTORY

Samoset Indians Shut Out Belfast Red
Men—Some Comments

PARK THEATRE TODAY & WEDNESDAY

3

: strand, Wednesd’y, Thursd’y, Frid’y, Saturd’y

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

Hey, J,-Wken do wc cat ?
hoe in Moth/rj

Ul/CILOUS

I could eat a bcir And IJa'ni
ivanta. Roosevelt(neaI- t

lhaldoyou
mean by a. I mean'
(L»SCve It- "on order,
mead ?

I read about that but Idont u*Jerstind what he meaas when he
Sfri Ourdehrnsej^sjoner±c" ?

[ Mo one else does. < '
I All they know is that
6& biHiondolldrs have
,been appropriated. Uo*
ikdu wants ano t her (i ve
■ \ P<i-iLll'OrL_

Mr.VHkiegbi ofiPa^od Oietvlien
he wondered vlut our soldier boys
would think if, instead of a gun, they
were handed a slip telhug him that
there was one.
at'
order" ^rhim

But Jimmie,-dj
you t(unk our boys,you-Will have to
get in this war
1 must eah Unde
John, fo UxTie etrly.
I’ll c,uiz him,

Mo one can.tell what Will happen,Jane. The war scare is bein^,
used to keep the public’s mind off
the continuous and increasing
failures Jnd squandenneofmorey
the past 7^ ViSars. yiur Moth
er Cain, tell you how the wenen
were fooled into Voting R:r an
other man because *lte kept
out of war *■ unti I after election
Then your Dad and I had to go
Across. Same, thing'-same ti/h
Jane • Dont be fooled, Jane.
Just keep C e
yw little)
feet on ' ‘
the ^rouni

Errol
Flynn.
swash-buckling
hero of so many thrilling screen
adventures, has his most glorious
role in "The Sea Hawk," Warner
Bros, thrilling new saga of the
seven seas, which Is scheduled to
have its first local showing on
Wednesday at the Strand Theatre.
Riding the danger-swept waters
of the Spanish Main, fighting
through enemy ambushes in the
-wamp-infested jungles of Panama,
attacking the fighting ships of a
^reat Armada, batlling the tyranny

that shackles men to the torturous
I chains of a terrible bondage.
Fylnn's role as "The Sea Hawk" is
' film adventure at Its greatest
i heights. Lavishly produced, nothI ing has been spared in bringing the
action-packed story to thrilling
life On the screen. Mighty sea
battles, daring duels, magnificent
court scenes and a tender love story
are masterfully interwoven in “The
Sea Hawk." which critics who have
previewed It have already labelled
1 or.e of the great motion pictures
i of all time

Fred Astaire and Eleanor Powell in “Broadway Melody of 1940'^

OCl ETY.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Sulli
van of Gorham, N. H„ have issued
invitations to the wedding of their
daughter, Jean Chandler, to Doug
las A. Fhilbrock, Sept. 14. Douglas
Hhilbrock is a grandson of W. O.
Fuller and son of Howard G. and
Mrs. Philbrook (Elizabeth Fuller)
Many friends will send best wishes
and hearty congratulations.
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Every-Other-Day

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. Cables
of Tyngsboro, Mass., were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Har
den at the Highlands.

If you have guests from out of
town they would be glad to have
their friends know they are
here, and the easy way of bring
ing that about is a notice of their
arrival in The Courier-Gazette's
social column.
Telephone to
Miss Ruth Ward (1005-W) or
directly to this office, which Is
always glad to receive any news
items of local interest.

This And That

Oh, Dad, be sure and have our

clothes cleaned at LAMB’S

MLss Bernice Newborg of Arling
By K 8 P.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Hyland.
ton
Heights, Mass., and South
Mr. and Mrs. George Macdonald,
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Huntley, Thcmaston was a guest Saturday of
Now for the Sixth Column to
all of Attleboro, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Elvie Curtis, Purchase street.
combat the Fifth Column.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Huntley, LimeThe Mrthebesec Club will hold
rock street.
In Rhode Island's State Lobster
an all-day picric Friday at Mrs.
Mrs. Alberta B. Rose has gone to
Hatchery nearly 2000.000 young
Ruth
Ellingwood
’
s
cottage
at
Craw

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wyman
Foster
of
Bocthbay Harbor for the remainder
cf the Summer, before returning to Bangor were weekend guests of Mr. ford Lake. All are requested to lobsters were hatched and released
and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller, Talbot take box lunches. Those desiring to various areas along the Narraher home in Boston.
transportation call Mrs. George gansot Bay. That sounds good for
avenue.
Davis or Mrs. Arthur Haines.
the future. Who can tell how far
Mrs. Samuel Gillespie of Sumter,
a lobster will travel?
Mrs. Eugene Frost and son Sher
S. C. who has spent the Summer
• • • •
Guests of the Lillian for this
wood
and
Mrs.
E.
R.
K.
White
of
with her aunt. Miss Alice Chase
Hint — »D:y air-slacked lime
week are Mr. and Mis. Harvey LechMattapan.
Mass.,
returned
Friday
Erskine, Beech street, left Monday
ner, Wyncote. Penn., Oliver S. sprinkled over peonies will keep the
for her home. Mrs. Gillespie has from a few days' visit with Mr. and
Sprflut, Upper Darby, Pa., T. J. | ants away. It's well to do this
Mrs.
L.
E.
Lycette
of
Houlton.
Mrs.
had much social attention while
Maloney, Troy, N. Y.; W. H. Me- while the dew is on.
White
returned
yesterday
to
Mat

with her relatives and numerous
• • • •
tapan after spending two weeks as Grath, Jr.. Amherst, Mass.; Miss
friends in Rockland.
Play
not
for
gain but sport. Who
Julie De Byer. Secaucus, N. J.; Miss
guest of Mrs. Frost.
plays for more than he can lose
Dorethy
Helgrew,
Roslindale.
Mass.;
A charming impromptu birthday
with pleasure, stakes his heart.
celebration was the gathering of : Miss Mabelle Ramsay and Miss A. Covmont, Schenectady, N. Y.;
• • • •
friends ’a t the pvink W Fullers Helen* Withrow,_ teachers in the Phil Hart, Williamstown, Mass.;
“
I
remember.
I
remember
Saturday evening with relatives and Pa" ^*ver Higi School, and whose Dr. Max Temus, Boston. Mass.; When we did not plan for looks;
homes
are
in
Fall
River,
Mass.,
are
Maurice
Quint.
New
York
city;
intimates extending greetings and
Cecil A. Prest, Medford, Mass.; And we dined within our kitchen.
singing “Happy birthday to you." visiting Miss Mabel Spring.
breakftust nooks."
Miss
Claire A. Lebel, Boston, Mass.; Before there were
And the host looking much less
• • • •
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield, with and John C. Squibb. Chelsea, Mass.
Mrs Freeman S Young Miss f)
J A 6 Thp Bpafk
than liis years. The house was
Tests have been made in some of
her house guest, Mrs. Mary Newell
Mae Wilcox of Portland, Mrs. Earl LrttllLCVl rYl 1IIC OCaLll
lovely with many flowers and espe
the
great
agricultural
farm
expert
of New York, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harbach of Bangor and Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pertsch,
cially the dining-room where a very
Frank W. Fuller motored to Au Edward Jr., and Miss Lorraine ment stations and they have indi Langill of Boston are on a trip to
Mrs. Besse and Mrs. Vin
delightful lunch was served under
cated
that
apples
ted
to
dairy
cattle
gusta Saturday for luncheon, cele Pertsch were entertained by Mr.
the efficient management of Wy
have as much food value as corn. Mt Katahdln.
ing
Hosts At Happy
brating Mr. Fuller's birthday.
and Mrs. C. E. Morse at Pemaquid One feels sure the cows will appre
man and Lucy Fester, son-in-law
Gathering
—Belfast Music
Sunday.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Robert
Anderson
and daughter of the Fullers.
ciate Northern Spies and Tolman
Mrs. Roy Nickerson of Vinalhaven
(Vera Lane, formerly of Vinal
Sweets,
also
the
luscious
Winesaps
Mrs. Carroll Besse of Swampscott,
who has been seriously ill at Knox
haven) of Portland were guests
• • • •
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin and
Mrs Willard Dart and Mrs. Anna
Hospital, is at the home of her daughter Dorinda have returned
Mass.,
and Crescent Beach, and
over
the
weekend
of
Mrs.
Ruth
Dart Lincoln are leaving for their
Everything about the Washing
aunt, Mrs. J. C. Cunningham. to their home on Talbot avenue
Mrs. Clyde Vining entertained Sat
Spear. Spruce Head.
home in Rhode Island Wednesday.
ton,
D.
C.
headquarters
are
air
con

Oranite street for two weeks.
after spending several weeks with ditioned except the President's pri
urday at a delightful dancing party
George Jacobs and Jack Taylor
The Home Club enjoyed dinner at Crescent BeaCh Pavilion. Music
Mel Buchanan of Madison, Wis.,, Mrs. Coughlin's
„ „ . J parents,
_ Mr. and vate office. Because he says he al
visited Mr and Mrs. Charles Lowe, was the weekend guest of Mr. and | Mrs B P A*81"5 ln Bangor
ways gets a cold when he goes into and a social evening Monday at was by Ellen Smith's orchestra of
Limerock street, enroute from Bos Mrs Donald H. Fuller.
air conditioned rooms, this room ls Wheelbarrow Farm, Martinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Sumner of not changed.
ton to Bar Harbor. The boys
The birthday of Mrs. George Gee Belfast, and buffet luncheon was
cycled from Boston, leaving Satur- j Mrs Virginia Wolfe who is a na- Augusta and Miss Marjorie Sumner
• • • •
served.
of Belmont, Mass., was observed.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. John
day morning, staying in Portland ttve of victoria. B C. and who is of Hanover, N. H„ were weekend
"Was your teacher the only older
Raymond O. Staples of Hartford, May of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. and
over night and continuing to Rock-1 llvlng ln New York city and ls guests of Miss Ruth Anderson. Sat person who went with your class on
Conn. was a recent guest of his Mrs. Carl Allison of Jackson
land
They traveled on Raleigh 8ummerlng at Twin Gables. Lin- urday night Miss Anderson and her the picnic. Tommy?”
parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Heights. Long Island. N. Y„ Mr.
three speed (English) cycles, and , rolnvUle Beach. wa6 a recent over guests were entertained at dinner
"Yes, Mother, she was.”
intend to do 1000 miles ln eight days. ntght guest of Mrs Jahn H An. and cards at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Cox of Swampscott.
“My, she must have had her Staples. Hill street.
Mass . Mrs. 8.C. Pattee and Mrs.
hands full”
drews, Richards Hill. Rockport. Mrs. Robert Payson. Park street.
Miss Constance C. Snow was hos Bovie cf Belfast. Dr. and Mrs. Brad
Ncrman S. Waldron returned Sat
•On, no" said Tommy, "We car
Mrs. Wolfe's husband was a trans
tess last night to a group of for ford Adams of Springfield. Mr. and
At the Sunday night meeting of
urday to Manlius, N. Y., having been
port pilot for Pan-American Air the BLAH. Club Mr. and Mrs. ried all our own lunches.”
mer classmates, at her home on Mrs. A S Prince of Camden, Mr
called home by the death of his
• • • •
ways
and
was
killed
on
one
of
his
mother. Mrs Sumner Waldron.
Donald Saunders were duly accepted
In Philadelphia the Indians still Suffolk street. Present were MLss and Mrs Everett Munsey. Mr. and
trips. At present Mrs. Wolfe is
and initiated into the order., Fol have full rights to their central Ruth Gregory, Miss Eleanor Tib Mrs. Charles H. Berry, Mr. and
quite concerned over a sister who
lowing the initiation a shower was Philadelphia Camping Ground. Op betts, Mrs. Ralph Post. Mrs. Walter Mrs. Lincoln E. McRae. Mr. and
lives near London and a brother
tended the newly-weds (Mr. and erators of a new parking lort nearby Barstow, Mrs. John P. Venskus of Mrs. W. T. Killop. Mr. and Mrs
Wed., Thurs.. Fri., Sat. who is a flier. Being a clubwoman Mrs.
Fairhaven. Mass.. Mrs. Sam Small Frank A. Tirrcll, Dr. and Mrs. Dana
Saunders) which was a com promised they would not Invade
of charming personality and one
plete surprise. The couple received 30 x 100-foot plot at Watts and and Miss Ruth Ward.
Newman. Dr and Mrs. Blake B
who is greatly impressed by the
many fine gifts. Miss Myrick was Chancellor streets set aside in 1682
Annis. Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Ful
beauty of this State, Mis. Wo’.fe ls
Mrs. A. C. Irving of Belmont. ler, Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Estes.
the winner of the Bride's String. for visiting “Redskins" by John
making many friends during her
Refreshments were served.
The Penn, Williams Penn’s grandson Mass., is the guest of Mrs. A. D.
Mr and Mrs. E. M. O’Neil. Mrs
visit here. She enjoys reading The
meeting was held at the home of The agreement reads. “Must for Morey for the week.
Sheridan W. Scott, Mrs. Ray Whit
Courier-Gazette.
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Philbrcok. ever remain as a free meeting place
man. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Prescott.
Mrs. Harry Fitzgerald is visiting
Those
attending were Miss Helene and council grounds for the tribes
Hr. and Mrs. Thomas Lawson, Mr
William Lindsey of Arlington,
her
former
home
at
Greenville.
_____
and Mrs. William Glendenning. Mr
Mass., was a recent guest of Rich Carnes and Stephen Kirkpatrick. of my colony."
• • • •
Miss Beverly Bowden, and Donald
Harry Rcbish^Twho has been ?Td„Mr', °eorg's,eePer Mrs. Ellis
ard Karl. Oranite street.
Simmons. Miss Laura Myrick and
Complacency is all right in its
the
guest of his parents, Mr. end Watts. Miss Carrie Fields, Mrs
The Budgetecrs will meet Thurs Herbert Gregory, Miss Alice Bar- place but citizens may have used Mrs. Raymond Robishaw. has re- Elizabeth Knowlton. MLss Frances
ten and Walter Anderson, and Mr quite too much of that form of
Collett, Miss Dorothy Crockett,
day as guests of Mrs. Ella Bird.
urned to Dorchester, Mass.
and Mrs. Saunders.
sleeping powder in this land that
Mrs. Marianne Bullard Mtss Polly
once was the land of the free and
The Charity Club met Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Knowles of Crockett, Mrs. Celia Stewart, Mrs
Beach parties were in order at the brave.
at Llnnekln Lodge. Boothbay Har
Syracuse, N. Y. are guests of Mr. Elizabeth Burrell, Miss Lucille
• • • •
Sandner.
bor. The next meeting will be Fri Cooper's Beach last week, and one
and Mrs. R. U. Clark. Broadway.
which included eastside campers
"Grandma, If I was invited out to
day in Belfast.
Joseph Soffayer, Richard Knowl
was held Tuesday nght. Weiners dinner should I eat my pie with a
Mrs. B. G. Somers of Passump- ton, Harrison MacAlman, Albert
Mrs. Abbie Richardson and Mrs. cooked over the coals by such ex fork?"
slc, Vt, is spending a few days with McCarty, Robert Geddes, and H
"Certainly you should."
Evelyn McKusick were at their perts as Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Cross
her daughter, Mrs. Leona Whitehlll. Ernest Key wood.
“You .haven't got a piece of pie
Cooper's Beach cottage for a few suited the aesthetic taste of all
present, and corn roasted on spits around the house that I could prac
days last week.
Miss Margaret Warren. Dedham.
Mrs. Arthur Haines entertained
and handed out by the gentlemen tice on, have you. Grandma'?’
Mass., who has been visiting for Mite Club yesterday afternoon, at
•
•
•
•
Spencer Individual Designing were the best ever. Picnic lunch
some weeks at "The Crags," Ten luncheon and contract. Prizes were
There have been noticed in some ants Harbor and Campobello Lsland won by Mrs. Lillian McRae and
Service. Corse's, girdles, brassieres, w.th doughnuts, cake and coffee
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona was topped off by toasted marsh places ln Maine, barrels put along and Dennysville, was a weekend Mrs. Charles Emery.
M. McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. mallows. Guests from out of town the roadside to be used for thrown guest of the W O. Fuller's, leaving
Hugh B. Snow of Quincy. Mass.,
22-M —adv.
102*105 included Mr, and Mrs. Edward away papers and any refuse that for home Monday morning.
Pertsch, daughter Lorraine and chances to be of that nature. Good
is spending the week with his
son Edward of Dorchester. Mass., idea and one spot Is near the race
Miss Madeline Bird has returntd family at Miss Margaret Snow's
Miss Ella Weirich and Miss Emma track grounds between Rockland from a visit with Mrs. Kenneth Battery Beach cottage.
Goergen of New Haven. Conn.. Mrs. and Thomaston.
P. Lord at her Port Clyde road cot
I
• • • •
Percy Merrifield and daughter
Mrs Cheever C. Ames and her
tage.
While
Europe
is
closed
for
pleas
Nathalie of West Somerville, Mass.,
son Bradford and daughter June
Nightly at 8.00
The Rocklandites present were Mr ure travel, the United States wil
Miss Ruth Marston is spending Mrs. Burton O. Bickmore. Miss
Last Times
and Mrs. C. E. Morse and son Sterl profit by her people learning more i week with friends at Swan's Ruth Marston and Mtss Virginia
ing, Mrs. Nellie MacKay, Miss Carla of this great country.
Matinee Saturday, August 31
Island.
Kills, and Mrs. Harold Hart of
• • • •
Jane Hall, Mr. and Mrs. 1. Leslie
Bath, are spending the week in
LAKEWOOD
American
Beauty
Spot
Jack Huke is visiting his mother, Swan's Island, at Mrs. Hart's for
Cross, Mr. and Mrs C. H. Morey,
DRAMA FESTIVAL
One of the beauty spots of Ameri Mrs. Geneva Huke.
mer home.
Richard Rising. MLss Kay Quigley,
Presents
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Morey ca is Kansas' Reinisch Rose and
Mrs. William Talbot ls entertain
Mr and Mrs. Chesley Littlefield
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Churdh. Miss Rock Gardens in Topeka In com
ETHEL BARRYMORE
Elizabeth Morey and Miss Kathleen petition with 132 cities in 42 States, ing with luncheon and contract and daughter Gwendolyn of Still
in
this project won first place among today at her Talbot avenue home. water are spending two weeks at
Blackman.
Sheridans Classic Comedy
America's gardens. The gardens
the Noyes cottage at Holiday Beach
contain 18000 rose plants and
Mrs. E. E. Barde at the home of Their daughter Miss Judy Little
“THE SCHOOL
30.000 other plants and bulbs. The her mother, Mrs Carrie House had field. who is employed in Owls
FOR SCANDAL”
Boothbay, Maine
Route 27 site covers nine acres and cost more for weekend guests Miss Jeannette Head, will Join them next week for
than $30,000 Floodlights make an Whittier of Danvers, Mass., Mr a vacation before entering upon
Due to the length nf this per
with
exquisite picture of it at night, and and Mrs. F. S. Trask of Peabody, her duties as teacher at the Cam
Sherwood
Keith,
J.
J.
Cell
present
formance the evening shows will
Her Own Company
thousands of visitors visit the site Mass., Mrs. Bertha Wheeler and den street school.
.
start at 6.15 and 8.45.
each year.
son Gardiner of Peabody. Mass.,
“NIGHT MUST FALL”
•
•
•
•
Week Beginning Mon., Sept. 2
and John McDonald of Chicago
VLsit Lucien K Oreen & Son
NOW PLAYING
WED.. THURS., FRI., SAT.
This past year Massachusetts In
for Furs: Burdell's Dress Shop for
DOUBLE MATINEE
“WHEN THE DALTONS RODE’’
Mrs. Carrie House is visiting in Dresses. Complete stocks always
stitute of Technology had a repre
50c, 75c, $1, plus tax—8.30 D.S.T.
Labor Day. Monday, Sept. 2
with
sentative
of
every
one
of
the
48
Danvers
and Salem. Mass.
on hand. New merchandtse coming
KAY FRANCIS
Regular Matinee Sat. Sept. 7
States In the school besides four
in every day at moderate prices.
RANDOLPH SCOTT
AUG.
30.
ROCKLAND
NIGHT
Miss Margaret Oilchrest of South • See thcm todfty
FpHows B)ock'
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
United States Territories; and 40
“Information Please”
PRESENT
foreign countries have sent men to Thomaston was a recent guest of School street, Rockland.—adv.
Mayor
Veazie,
Guest
Speaker
W endell Willkie
this Institution for their advanced Mrs. Elvie Curtis.
George Kelly's Comedy Hit
education.
Mrs. Evelyn McKuslc, who has
• • • •
“THE SHOW-OFF”
Rufus: "Every time they fire one been visiting her son, Maurice McGRAPHIC S
MB
with
Tuesday and Wednesday of those big guns a huge pile of Kusic in Salem, Mass., returned COMIQUt
home last night.
money
goes
up
in
smoke."
DON TERRY
Goofus: “Why don't they use
Shows: Mat. t: E»g. 6 45 and g.45
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 16.45
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil S. Copping '
THEATRE
.
smokeless
powder and save all that
Scats
75c
and
$1.10,
tax
included
Sunday Mat. }— Daylight Tima
<-1" den
Tti.x 2 j IsI
and daughter, Gwendolyn, who left
cash?”
• • • •
their home in Los Angeles, Aug. 15
WED.-THURS.-FRI.
“One is truly great when lie can on a motor trip to Maine, after an
DENNING-CAGNEY
live with those who are unjust and absence of 12 years, are expected
Three Stupendous Days
not interfere nor criticize. One here tonight for about a fortnight's
Second only to "Gone With the
should cultivate indifference toward stay with relatives. In San Fran- i
ANNOUNCING
THURSDAY
Wind"
cisco
they
spent
a
day
at
the
Fair
'
conditions which cannot be reme
Our Annual Display and Sale of
BETTE
DAVIS,
CHAS. BOYER
and
another
at
the
Diablo
estate
of
died. Each has a definite part
in
play ln the grand symphony of life Capt. Albert F. Pillsbury; since
crossing the country they have been j
and it requires much strength
“ALL THIS AND
keep in tune and play a harmonious guests of old friends ln Pennsylva- !
nia. New Jersey and in New York
HEAVEN TOO”
part.”
• • • »
where they attended the Fair Sat
You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection
Selected Shorts
How very little is really known urday. At present they are enjoy
about the composer of "Home ing the hospitality of friends in
TONIGHT
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
Sweet Home.” John Howard Payne their former home city of Flushing, j
Five Big Attractions
was much of an actor as well as L. I., and they hope to contact in
GEORGE BRENT
poet, being ttie first American actor Hartford, Billy Holmes who was i
VIRGINIA BRUCE
Coming:
who was well recognized in Europe pianist for movies ln Farwell Opera j
“MAN WIIO TALKED TOO
“ALL THIS AND HEAVEN TOO”
He was born June 9, 1791 and he House and Empire Theatre here
MUCH"
FURRIERS
EETTE DAVIS, CHAS, BOYER
lived ln East Hampton, Long Island Their plan also iii^ludes looking up I
RKO Comrdy “Truth Aches'
'Hite"
Bums,
former
cornetist
of
j
CLOTH COATS
BURDELL'S DRESS SHOP
N. Y. He wrote the poem while In
CARTOON
NEWS
Paris when he was lonely and liV' Bontuit Orchestra, now manager of i
16 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 540BIG CASH NIGHT, $310
Ing in lodgings in 1823, far away the Newport (R. I.) Lumber Co., a
89-tf
W W B6XTgT«
large and flourishing concern,
from home.

before school begins
kJ

Their Phone is

69

VM

-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE-

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
By Pauline Ricker

Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater

Mrs. Charles L. Griffin enter Mrs. Harold Amory, North Haven.
tained at bridge Friday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Gallagher.
Winehenster. Mass.; Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. F E. Bollard Mrs. Geoijte R.
A. T. Eas wick. Miss S. B. Lees,
Westerfleld. Mrs. D“an Osborne.
Mrs. C. F. WJliams. Norristown,
Mrs. Theodore Frohne, Mrs. W J.
Penn.; P. S. Hart, T. J. Maloney.
Sloane. Mrs Oeorge Snow. Miss
W. J. McGrath, Williamstown,
Blanche Spadone the Misses Anna
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Harrison F.
and Florence Logan and Miss Rcwbotham Brookline. Mass.; Mrs.
Sarah Harrison.
Austin S. Klbbce, C. R. Bennett,
Dr. Joseph Beardwood and Mrs. Newton. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Beardwood entertained at co-kW Dale, Christmas Cove.
tails at their cottage “Shoreholm"
Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elon Oilchrest of
William Collins. Mrs. Andrew Mc- Cltieago were guests Monday of
Burncy. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ander Mr. and Mrs. John I. Snow.
son. Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan W
3cott. Miss Frances Pearson. Mr.
MLss Elizabeth Hager has re
and Mrs. J Scott Fowler, Mr. and
turned from Boston University
Mrs. J. C. Bogan. Jr., and Mr. and
Summer school, and is spending the
Mrs. Joseph Wilmsen.
remalrder of the vacation with her
Mr and Mrs R. E. Jennings, 2d,
mother. Mrs. Ernest Hager before
motored to Bar Harbor Saturday.
returning
to her duties as music
The annual water Carnival was
instructor ln the Skowheegan
held Saturday. Among the contes- J
tants were Miss Deborah Beard- | schools.
wood, the Misses Shirley and Jane ]
Mr. and Mrs. Htrman Hart and
Scott, Oliver Decx, Dana Jackson. children spent tile weekend in
Christopher Jackson. William An Islesboro.
derson. Susan Anderson. MLss Joan
Ross. Richard Collins.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. I add are
Mrs. Thomas Berry had as her guests of their son Clifford in New
luncheon guests Mrs. H. Webb and York.
Miss Mary Webb of New York and •
Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. T O Ehaw. New
York, were luncheon guests today.
Winners of Saturday's putting
match were Mrs. J. Seolt Fowler.
Joseph I. Young and W B. Bush.
Winning the kicker's tournament
were Mrs J. C. Bogan. Jr.. Mrs.
Earl Anderson, Louis Freeman. J.
Scott Fowler. E. J. Epiegel. Jr.
The lucky number dance was won
New Drcs3cs for school
by Mr. and Mrs. Neal W. Dale. M
Joan Ross and Richard Collins.
wear in prints, plaids, and
The yacht Caritas dropped an
chor oil tlie Samoset float Satur
spun rayon3
day afternoon with the owners. Mr.
and Mrs. J. Percy Bartram of
Sizes from 5 to II years
Caritas Island. Stamford aboard
In their parly are Mr. nnd Mrs.
William A Hill of Washington I).
C.. Mr and Mrs Oeorge E. War
ren, Stamford nnd Donald D.
Graham of New York.
Arrivals include Miss Margaret
Chatnberlain. Miss Rita 3ingstad.
N. J. Booker, New York; Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert E.' Belden. Mr. and
Mrs William W. Hastings, Hart
ford, Conn.; Mr and Mrs. Joseph
ROCKLAND
l.l.MLRCf K ST..
Dolan. Brooklyn; Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Kirkpatrick. Larchmont;

SCHOOL
DRESSES

$1.00and $1.98
CROCKER’S
BABY SHOP

GILBERT’S

Strand

Naturalistic

OIL
Permanent

$2
J7 Deluxe Oil
Permanent

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

©T>ARSC

$3.00
Reg. $1(1.00

Supreme
Push Up Wave
BEAUTY
AIDS

Every-Other-Day
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His Favorite Books

Boothbay Playhouse

From Ozark Hills

Flying Over Brasil

Ash Point Service

Richard Matthews Haliet, author
of the best-sellers “Michael Beam”
Cline Sends Interesting
Church, Long Closed,
Daughter Of Thomaston
Yale Professor Lists 26 'land
“The RoUing World," as well
Opened
Sunday
For
Wor

Samples
—
Wants
“
K.
S.
Woman
Presents Spark
Which He Liked Best
j as Saturday Evening Post short
F” To Try
ship With 60 Present
ling Account Of It
I stories has been Guest Speaker at
During Year
the Boothbav Playhouse as a dis“Sassafras Tea”
Last Sunday hiorning the long j
(Fourth Installment)
William Lyon Phelps professor tinguisbed resident of Boothbay
closed church at Ash Point was j After the foregoing was written we
8t. Louis. Aug. 20
emeritus of English literature at Harbor on the occasion of the PlayYale University, listed the 26 books ' house presentation of "Our Town." Editor of Tlie Couriei -Gazette—
Opened J°r W°,?hlp "ent to Campinas in the State of
1 think, as one contribu’or to to About 60 persons, both residents Sao Paulo Wp lpft behlnd thp
he liked best during the year in
In his opening remarks. Mr. Hallands and rodp for
let said that our town i Meaning other, that the manv anrightly and Summer visitors, w-ere present grape and flg
the lecture he gives annually for the Boothbay Harbor Region) was "K.S.F." paragraphs we have en at the service. Sunday School mlles lhrough thp
the benefit of a Bad Axe. Mich.. a dramatic town and that he would joyed must be the product ol a classes which have been held regu- Cotton ls grown hprp t00 but Rs a
larly a 1 Summer in spite o the in- ruIp thp big
on thplr rpd hUlg
hospital, established in 1906 in dwell on that aspect of it. "It has woman.
memory of his father-in-law. Lang been dramatic." he said, “since the Her inquiry about pennyroyal tea, convenience caused bythe fact that are shipping centers for coffpp Wp
of ,t at gaint
don Hubbard.
days when George Weymouth land some time ago. interested me. As I the chape, has not been available stopped for small
well
The Pulitzer Prize for history ed at Newagen in the ship Arch- expected, lt was soon answered. But for use were suspended for the john-of-the-Beautiful-Vlew.
othpr towns th
„
wis “wisely awarded, Phelps said, angel and was met by on Indian if. as you say, you have enjoyed day in erder that this service might namPd
to Carl Sandburg's four-volume wi,o offered him a headed arrow for the pleasant flavor of this old-time be held. Matthew McNeily. long which we passed are similar, shops
work. "Lincoln—The War Years." war or a headless arrow for peace. herb. I wondered if you had ever a Summer resident, gave a short and cafps about # centraJ flowpri
R Qf
11“ dfsnbed R. C. Hutchinson's Weymouth chose the headless ar- tried "Sassafras Tea." Until I but very interesting message, and park with a church fR(.
the samp
were the towns
“The Fire and the Wood ' as "the row and consequently there was came to Missouri, I did not realize Mrs. Walter Bay acted as organis
This church has a htetory which of Mogv.guassu and Mogy-ml»lm
btst novel I have read during the peace for 300 years. Then we quar- that sassafras was a tree, and that
namps arp pronounced M
past year.' He said "New England reled. and an old town elder got up the flavor was obtained from the is typical of so many others in small
communities. In the time of the spelled with the accent on the last
Indian Summer." by Van Wyck and said 'Let her be divid!' And bark of its roots.
We have a little 5-acre place writer's grandparents the building syllable. Mogy is the riger from
Brooks, was "fully equal to the au- we've been 'divid' ever since. Diwith a three-room cottage In the was erected by the combined ef which the towns take their name
thor's best previous work."
1 vided we stand, united we fell."
Ir. his lecture, repeated almost
jjr. Haliet continued, "We al- Ozark foothills, about 60 miles forts of the whole town. The peo and which provides power for the
every Summer for more than 20 ways have been a dramatic town, south of St. Louis, where we spend ple were not wealthy, but they gave textile mills. Danny pointed cut
years Yale's literary dean men- There was the Theatre in the much of our spare time; where I all that they could possibly afford the flat-toped pines, much more nu
tioned 18 non-fiction works, seven woods in which I acted myself a have had a chance to get acquaint to the work.
merous in South Brazil—"Just be
There were other contributions fore the pampas begins to pamp,”
novels and a thriller—"Inquest,” Jong time ago. I guess no one ed with Missouri birds, plants, trees
besides
money.
Tiie
bell,
for
inbv Percival Wilde. Prof. Phelps present remembers that. The back and flowers as well as the people.
.
but the maples with their drifting
omitted books on war. economics drop of the theatre was granite, I find all of these very Interesting. stance, was given by one person. ,paVM j SRW mysplf nQ nppd tQ
and politics. Tlie rest of his list The floor Was grass and ferns and So I am venturing to send you a Incidentally, this bell is one that my attention to them, and when we
with his comment:
old roots. The sides were spruce sample of the sassafras root-bark. was once used to call men to work saw blue-gray lumps of rock near a
“Statesmen of thc Last Cause," trees. Tire audience sat on the «o that if you wish you may enjoy ln the quarries of Dix Lsland. Be big Portland cement plant, we both
by Burton J. Hendrick. "A remark- grass, And it rained. It always this pleasant beverage I can as fore the church was completed ser grinned and’linked our fingers on
able contribution to our knowledge rained And pecple twisted news sure you that it is clean, but you vices were held in the schoolhouse the word "limestone!'1
Miss
full of information and its two papers about their lrats for shelter. can rinse it if you wish.
, „Nash
. and
, , „ Miss Whittier
, ,
.were
. , Aside from its economic status
heroes are Lincoln the statesman. And the mosquitoes picked eff our
To prepare it: Place in a pot or the first ministers supplying both Ca,npmas ls noted as the blrthplare
and Lee, the soldier."
cues. So we dumped kerosene over stew-pan, and cover it with water Ash Point and Owls Head.
of Carlos Gomes, the great BraziliServices were held regularly„ for.an composer, and it was of this place
WATCH FOR OUR LARGE AD
"George Washington, two volumes the ferns to kill the mo.-quitocs, and a few hours before using, then about
years, but finally interest and hp was thlnk
whpn hp wrQ£
by Dun and Stfplrenson. "The they sucked it up like soda through six cups of water ind bring to a many
IN THURSDAY'S PAPER!
Z* V V Z* W ZV , V Z*Z*
zl - a z4 1 Z* z4
A —' A
A A* az* az A I
more we know of this man, tire a straw. So the people brought big boil. If it seems bitter or acrid, it attendance dwindled, and several lovely and plaintive . . .''So far
years
ago
they
had
to
be
discon

greater he appears.
brown paper bags and struck their is too strong and you should add
from my city ... 11 The musician
"Doctor
at Timberline,
by feet jn them. It 1s not to bc won- water to suit your taste. After us tinued. For seme years a Daily was of Italian ancestry as are many
MORE NEW ENGLAND WOMEN BUY
Charles F. Gardiner. "Of the years dered at if it jarred us now and ing. add water again and let stand Vacation Bible School was held dur of the inhabitants (our representa
ing
the
Summer,
and
the
building
bumper crop of books by physicians, then.”
SCOTT FUR COATS THAN ANY OTHERS!
until you are ready for the next
tive is Senhor Otranto) and the
this ls the most exciting "
] -j remember one night when I meal. It can be used again and was used for occasional school Italianate influence is plain to see.
“Happy Days. ' by H. L. Mencken. gave a line m Act II and the answer again until lt becomes weak and graduations.
I do not know that I can quite
There Must Be a Reason!
About two years ago. however,
"A realist, unashamed of a healthy, came back from the middle of Act insipid. Served hot, with sugar
prove that statement but I am sure
the
floor
settled
badly
during
a
normal, happy boyhood."
III. I never did get back to Act II. many persons enjoy it as a change
lt is true.
funeral, and it was necessary for
-Canada." by John MacCormac. I'm still in Act III. Then there was from other beverages.
Carved angels poise on church
the
building
to
be
closed.
For
a
"Telling Americans what they tbe time that the leading man and
And. as you may be interested in
towers and domes rise like bubbles
time
it
seemed
that
the
church
,
,
...
ought to know about a great na- iady ’dried' in the love scene. The the tree from which it comes. I would be entirely abandoned and o«r the ...
hied roofs that cling to the
tion."
send
a
small
section
of
wood
from
prompter gave tire cue. 'Darling, I
hillsides The purple distances drop
"Roman Foundation." by Hugh love you.' Still there was silence. a small tree, with some of the ber fall into ruin, and that all the work away into terraced hillsides planted
CASH’.
and
sacrifice
which
had
gone
into
Walpole. "Record of a Pope's elec He cupped his hands, and cued ties, or seeds, and some of the
with coffee instead of olive trees.
tion. of various Italians and an again. T-love-you.-darling; Where leaves. It is one of the few trees its making would be wasted.
Early this Summer, however, in- I Balconies are hung under jutting
inspiring statement of religious upon the leading man flung over which have at least four distinct
NO
terest
began to revive, Several ('aves’ grapevines sprawl across
faith."
his shoulder. OK. but which one patterns in leaves. The broad leal
arches tnd pergolas, men sing rich
"I Married Adventure." by Osa ays it?' And I remember when with the single point and indenta people felt strongly that something ly as they saunter home. Lombardy
MINK OR SABLE
Johnson. “She certainly did: ex- captain Jim appeared, a little how- tion on each side is what we might should be done and did not stop poplars cast their swaying shadows
of pay'®8’
citement every day."
i come-you-so from an overdose of call the typical leaf; but there are with merely feeling so. A Sunday- across a tall blank wall as they do
BLEND MUSKRAT
"Letters, by Richard Hallibur- Tanglefoot. Cap'n Jim said, ’Tlie just about as many of the long oval School was organized and as the against the Mrs. Jack Gardner's
oho„,e ,«*
*
One of the Super Values
ton. "His best book and a revela- ' boyS cal'late to get me drunk. And leaves, with no pointe at the side. church could not. be used, the Fenway Palace that I in my ignor- ,
classes
met
in
the
schoolhouse
as
tion of a boy's heart.
I cal'late to play right into their Then there are the right-hand, and
on sale Frid’y, Saturd'y
ance
seemed,
then
endured,
then
"Empire on the Seven Seas." by hands.’ Oh. yes. our town was dra left-hand "mitten" leaves. When I they did so many years before. At
adored.
J. I. Adams. "Showing how Great matic. Yet our tewn was Just like first noticed these I thought that tendance was good, and a subscrip
Our hotel was very -Left Bank in- i
Britain emerged from an almost any other town. Births, deaths— they were just "freaks." but I found tion was gotten under way to repair
deed, old, musty, rambling The
the
church.
hopeless situation, without an ally, to borrow from the author of 'Our that there were a great many of
The neoessary money was raised, curtainless window of our room (no *
and attacked by the greatest mili Town; Mr. Thcrnton Wllher. 'the each kind, sometimes all on the
a
contractor was hired, repairs were bath) looked out upon courtyard1“
tary genius in the world."
first rheumatism, the second rheu same twig.
made,
the interior was cleaned, and where men chopped wood, a woman name that is like a sigh. But over and about the organization speaks they can touch it—“for luck." and
“Lillian Russell." by P Morell. matism. the reading of the will'."
Then I thought you might be in
Saint John bless them
more in killed chickens, three fat cats slept, j and under and through all the of faith and work.
“A diverting account of a queen of
terested in the "Wahoo" or winged the building was once
Tlie Sundav :,ies buzzed, and long trays of maea- smells is the sharp bitter aroma of
readiness
for
use.
the stage."
Leaving
Campinas
we
had
two
Tlie stratosphere Panair Clipper,
elm. The bark grows out on each
memory like an afterglow."
School is now well established and roni dried. The streets are narrow coffee, that speaks of "nosso Brasil" hours on an excellent electrified road inaugurating the new high speed
“Clara Schuman," by J. N. Burk.
“Trees of Heaven." by Jesse Stu side of the limbs and twigs, so that
“How a possessive father nearly de art. "Every page exhibits knowl- they appear flat instead of round. has moved into its rightful place. and winding, opening frequently —our Brasil.
I into Sao Paulo. I forgot to tell you service, came in on schedule Satur
Another service will be held at 10.30 onto flower-bordered squares usual
stroyed two geniuses."
I edge of the subject, which is na I have brought one up and planted
We
took
advantage
of
our
visit
to
| that all Campinas apparently liked day. Six hours from Miami to Coly
facing
a
church.
One
of
the
"As I Remember Him." by H. ture and human nature."
it in our yard here in the city, next Sunday, and energetic plans church altars of which there were
Campinas
to
visit
Dr
Brunier,
an
"Life Begins At Fourteen" (Jackie lombla. le than tliat from Colomare
being
made
for
further
work.
Zinnser. "Showing how an inter
“An Old Captivity.'1 by Nevil where it interests many people,
12 was elaborately carved. Even eye specialist who enjoys a splendid Ccopcr) as well as we did although t>ja. to Rio If Donald and Cath will
So
it
is
easy
to
see
that
last
Sun

esting mind entertains itself."
Shute. "Three persons in an air even the native Missourians, who,
•Country Lawyer," by B. Part plane flying from England to like many New Englanders, do not day's service in that little chapel the canopy over the pulpit has a reputation He gave us tiie best of school pictures still make me very drlve doft.n t0 Miaml somp d
wooden curtain and a ball-and- news about our vision (Just a routine homesick. Before we took the train ' wp mJV hRVe breakfast here at
ridge. “History of a man and of Greenland."
notice the many interesting things meant much more to the town than tassel fringe of dark rosewood.
checkup) and Danny at hls sugges- we visited the “House of the Swal- homP ' ,'unch on board and have
thc words. "Sixty attended church."
a town."
around
them
until
someone
calls
"Mrs. Skeflington." by "Eliza
would indicate.
It means that "Smells are surer than sounds or tion submitted to a very slight eper- lows.'1 a pavilion intended only for dinner with tl)em in Florida. But
“A Goodlv Fellowship." by M E. beth.” The tragic climax of frivo their attention to them.
sights
ation for the removal of an enlarged those birds. "They go out to work they must bring "Dlmp." I won’t fly
Chase. “The happy, adventurous lous pages."
It Ls a dwarf species of elm. and omething for which much was To make your heart-strings crack "
tear-gland. At the doctor's invita- ; during the day," said the taxi driver, as fast and far as that unless
life of a teacher."
the leaf, as you will see. is much acrlficed is not dead but has be
And as the bonde (no one ever tion wa moved for three days to the j "they only board here and come back I
come
active
once
more.
“Big River to Cross." by B L.
"Dimp" is there for our Happy
smaller.
says street car here, financed by a nuns’ hospital on the Institute at night 'en bloc."
Landings. The nonchalant pilot re
Burman. "Admirable account of NORTH WARREN
I thought I would send a green
bond-issue, street cars are forever grounds where we had parlor bedDon’t you like my Brasil?-the>
hp entlrp
&s wilhout
I.ATE SIMMER AND HAY TIME
Mr. and Mrs. PhiMp Mank and persimmon, to give some idea
the Mississippi River in 1940."
"bondes") weaves past the little room, and bath. It was superlative- Minas country “where the old plain cldent
(For The Courter-Gaaette]
“Books and You,” by S. Maugham children Philip and Layton of Coral what they are like, but it withered
open shops how the smells remind ly clean and comfortable and quiet.1 men have rosy faces,” and hurryNow ’tis hay time.
“An excellent spur to intelligent Gables, Fla., have joined Mr. and so rapidly. I thought it would be no
(The End)
Long past Way time.
me. A little slot in the wall adver Deiicicus meals were served, the lng, prosperous Sao Paulo living for
Mrs Fred Mank of Miami. Fla., at use. When ripe, I think that they
conversation."
Birds have cejsed
tises
"Fumo
encorda"
showing
great
Their
harmonious
call;
Franciscan
nuts
delightful,
and
we
the
future.
Tomorrow
we
drive
.
DGIIUT
"How Green Was My Valley," by the home of Mrs. Alma Jameson. are the sweetest of any wild fruit
Only soft notes
ropes of black tobacco and I am in came away with a new hero in Dr. down—and I mean down—through ! Aon rUINi
R. Llewellyn. “A good title for one for a few weeks' stay. Mr. and or berry that I have ever seen. The
From the young throats
a snowy Caribou street and Pierre | Brunier He and his staff have Mogy-of-the-Crosses and Pinda-' Miss Virginia Poster, Miss Freda
Give us melodies at all
of the most refreshing stories of I Mrs. Fred Mank and Mrs. Jameson “paw-paw" resembles a banana,
L’Evesque, "Eddie Bishop’s brother" brought the Brazilian world to their i monhangaba ("call me Pinda”) and Woodman and Elmer Smail were
Budsy clouds play
were callers Sunday at Ermina somewhat.
our time."
Games tn the skyway.
trudges past me, ear-lappers pulled door and earned I gather interna- Guaratingueta, all little dusty recent guests of Nancy Wiswell in
"Bethel Merriday," by Sinclair Williams'.
Rampant
blossoms
And if you should wonder that a
down, mackinaw collar up, puffing tional respect and repute, as well as I towns getting ready for Saint John's Lynn, Mass.
In gardens prime
W. L. Gracie spent the past week stranger should do something like
lewis. “The irrestible fascination
Madcap children.
his short pipe. Jasmine shows profound gratitude, for local report day, singing the balloon songs, all: Ncra Long of Quincy, Mass., spent
of the theatre, portrayed by a mas at the Fair Grounds in Union.
Happy
voices
this, you should remember that
white stars against a wail and I am i says that no one is ever turned away the children hoping one of the great the past week with Miss Dorothy
Ere the closln?
Mrs. Vera Cousins passed Wed some of the native sons of Maine
ter realist."
Of sweet day time.
back in a Havana garden saying the | for lack of funds and everything in flaming flimsy globes will fall where Fogg.
“Portrait of Jennie," by R. Na nesday with her grandmother, Mrs. are like that, that's all.
Rockland
K 8. F
than. "A story that lingers in the Rilda Post.
-----------'
II.’
Randall E. Cline
St. Louis, Mo.
6220 Bailey Place,

Last Opportunity to Save!

CUTLER’S Inc, Bockiand
AUGUST SALE of FAMOUS

Scott Super=Bilt

FUR COATS

2DAYSONLY!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
AUGUST 30 & 31

Two ways to look at Good News

IN A CIGARETTE AS MILO AS A CAMEL,
ITS GRAND TO GET EXTRA SMOKING.

SLOWER BURNING TO ME MEANS MORE
PLEASURE PER PUFF AND MORE

PUFFS PER PACK

CAMELS
1 -

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

“Just A Dog”
Mrs. Andrews, a Lover Of
Dogs, Regrets Being
Misunderstood
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
When I read that Annie Ripley
of South Appleton Ridge wished
I had not used the expression
“just a dog." .in an item to The
Black Cat, I was sorry, too, lf lt
gave anyone the Impression that I
was belittling a dog.
To my mind, with the experien
ces I have had dogs and cats are
not dumb animals; they are regu
lar pals. For instance, a neighbor
had a beautiful big yellow and
white collie named "Sambo.”
was alone from morning until
night, and every stormy day Sam
bo came to my home and spent
the day with me. I never knew
why he picked stormy days.
He would put one big paw in my
lap, lay his head on it, then gaze
at me with soulful looking eyes
as if to say, "You like to have me
stay, don't you?"
When my dog, “Rinty" came, he
was jealous of “Sambo" and barked
at him. "Sambo" did not mind it
and stayed on Just the same. I
could not stand the racket, so one
day I told "Sambo" he must go
home. "Rinty" flew at him and
chewed his neck until it bled,
finally got “Rinty" away and into
the house. Then I again told
Sambo" to go home. He could
not believe his ears, but walked
slowly out of the driveway, look
i; g back at me. I felt ashamed to
have him loose his faith in me.
Was "Sambo" “just a dog?" No,
he was a regular tpal and I am
not ashamed of the tears I shed
for him.
Mrs. John H. Andrews

Rockport, Aug. 26.
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Way No. 2

is to actually try a tankful of fitber Good
Gulf or Gulf No-Nox, as you prefer.

is t0 e,[!,mine t,,e c*lart s*’own below. It
shows the step up—based on a scientific

Right away, you'll discover that Good Gulf—now boosted to its all-

test used by us and many of our competitors—in the anti-knock quality
of Good Gulf and Gulf No-Nox. You won't need technical knowledge

Or you’ll find that Gulf No-Nox, which even before the step up was
KNOCKPROOF under all normal driving conditions, is now truly a

to see that these improvements are truly important . . . make a real

super-fuel! No-Nox will make your modern, high-compression engine

difference in thc performance of your car.

purr like never before ... will put new life into any car! NQ REGU

1

time high—will make your engine run more smoothly ... more quietly.

LAR GASOLINE—NOT ONE-CAN COMPARE WITH GULF NO-NOX!

